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Abstract
The thesis develops a predictive modeling framework based on stacked Gaussian
processes and applies it to two main applications in environmental and chemical en-
gineering. First, a network of independently trained Gaussian processes (StackedGP)
is introduced to obtain analytical predictions of quantities of interest (model out-
puts) with quantified uncertainties. StackedGP framework supports component-
based modeling in different fields such as environmental and chemical science, en-
hances predictions of quantities of interest through a cascade of intermediate predic-
tions usually addressed by cokriging, and propagates uncertainties through emulated
dynamical systems driven by uncertain forcing variables. By using analytical first and
second-order moments of a Gaussian process with uncertain inputs using squared ex-
ponential and polynomial kernels, approximated expectations of model outputs that
require an arbitrary composition of functions can be obtained. The performance
of the proposed nonparametric stacked model in model composition and cascading
predictions is measured in different applications and datasets. The framework has
been evaluated in a wildfire and mineral resource problem using real data, and its
application to time-series prediction is demonstrated in a 2D puff advection problem.
In additions, the StackedGP is introduced to one of challenging environmental
problems, prediction of mycotoxins. In this part of the work, we develop a stacked
Gaussian process using both field and wet-lab measurements to predict fungal toxin
(aflatoxin) concentrations in corn in South Carolina. While most of the aflatoxin
contamination issues associated with the post-harvest period in the U.S. can be con-
trolled with expensive testing, a systematic and economical approach is lacking to
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determine how the pre-harvest aflatoxin risk adversely affects crop producers as afla-
toxin is virtually unobservable on a geographical and temporal scale. This information
gap carries significant cost burdens for grain producers and is filled by the proposed
stacked Gaussian process. The novelty of this part is two fold. First, the aflatoxin
probabilistic maps are obtained using an analytical scheme to propagate the uncer-
tainty through the stacked Gaussian process. The model predictions are validated
both at the Gaussian process component level and at the system level for the entire
stacked Gaussian process using historical field data. Second, a novel derivation is
introduced to calculate the analytical covariance of aflatoxin production at two ge-
ographical locations. Similar with kriging/Gaussian process, this is used to predict
aflatoxin at unobserved locations using measurements at nearby locations but with
the prior mean and covariance provided by the stacked Gaussian process. As field
measurements arrive, this measurement update scheme may be used in targeted field
inspections and warning farmers of emerging aflatoxin contaminations.
Lastly, we apply the stackedGP framework in a chemical engineering application.
Computational catalyst discovery involves identification of a meaningful model and
suitable descriptors that determine the catalyst properties. First, we study the impact
of combining various descriptors (e.g. reaction energies, metal descriptors, and bond
counts) for modeling transition state energies (TS) based on a database of adsorption
and TS energies across transition metal surfaces {Palladium (PD_111), Platinum
(PT_111), Nickel (NI_111), Ruthenium (RU_0001), and Rhodium (RH_111)} for
the decarboxylation and decarbonylation of propionic acid, a chemistry characteristic
for biomass conversion. Results of different machine learning models for more than
1330 of these descriptor combinations suggest that there is no statistically significant
difference between linear and non-linear models when using the right combination of
reactant energies, metal descriptors, and bond counts. However, linear models are
inferior when not including bond count and metal descriptors. Furthermore, when
iv
there are missing data for reaction steps on all metals, conventional linear scaling
is inferior to linear and nonlinear models with proper choice of descriptors that are
surprisingly robust. Finally, the stackedGP framework is evaluated in modeling the
adsorption and transition state energies as a function of metal descriptors with data
from all metal surfaces. By getting these energies, the Turn-Over-Frequency (TOF)
can be estimated using micro-kinetic models.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis develops a general probabilistic modeling framework to address two chal-
lenges, component-based modeling under structural uncertainty and propagation of
uncertainties to quantities of interest. These two challenges are common in different
fields such as environmental and chemical engineering. For instance, complex environ-
mental models are modular and hierarchical ([54, 50, 73, 65]). As no one model can
describe the entire behavior of a complex system, complex models requires coupling
of submodels built using various sources of data. For example, component-based
modeling is used in forest landscape modeling ([54]), where fire and wind models
are coupled with vegetation models to estimate the total burned area, and in crop
modeling, where pest population models are coupled with biophysics models to esti-
mate crop growth ([146]). The central challenge with component-based modeling is
that there is a compound effect of uncertainties coming from errors due to structural
submodel inadequacies and noise in experimental data that need to be quantified
and propagated to the model outputs. This model composition can be arbitrary
and highly nested to capture the phenomenon of interest and can be used to make
predictions for potentially unobserved quantities of interest.
One of the current challenges in component-based modeling arises from the fitted
parametric nature of submodels with no information most of the time on the mag-
nitude of the uncertainty of the parameters. While parametric uncertainty can be
quantified in these cases and propagated to the quantities of interest using sampling
methods, the uncertainty in model predictions may still be underestimated by ig-
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noring model form uncertainty. In this work we proposed to use a data-driven and
nonparametric approach to build submodels and develop an expectation-based ap-
proach to propagate the uncertainty. The proposed model is based on a network of
independently trained Gaussian processes accompanied by an approximate scheme to
obtain expectations of quantities of interest that require model composition. Gaussian
processes (GP) ([148, 109, 112]) are nonparametric statistical models that compactly
describe distributions over functions with continuous domains. This makes them ideal
to quantify uncertainties for environmental subprocesses by modeling measurement
noise and structure inadequacies that arise with usual parametric approaches. Since
all components are modeled using GPs, the resulted probabilistic model is a stacked
Gaussian process (StackedGP). In this hierarchical setting, GPs modeling forcing
variables govern the input space of GPs modeling environmental state variables.
To provide the intuition behind the motivation for StackedGP, consider the fol-
lowing simple environmental example of predicting fungal toxin production in corn
(y - quantity of interest) at various spatial locations (x). Interpolation methods do
not work directly as the quantity of interest is virtually unobservable over the spatial
domain ([74]). As a result, this effort requires the derivation of a model composition
where the toxin production is modeled as a function of temperature (z), which at
its turn is easily observable, and can be estimated at any location via spatial inter-
polation models. Finding a parametrization for both models to obtain the fungal
toxin production at different locations is a non trivial task. Furthermore, the uncer-
tainties in these models as well as in the measurements need to be estimated and
propagated to the quantity of interest. Figure 1.1 shows a simple scenario that illus-
trate the motivation of this environmental example. It shows a proposed framework
comprising two Gaussian processes for both temperature interpolation and modeling
toxin production as a function of temperature to predict with quantified uncertainties
the toxin production at various spatial locations. The two GPs are built using two
2
datasets: DataZ is obtained from field measurements and consists of temperature
values (z) recorded at different locations (x), and DataY is obtained from wet-lab
experiments and consists of fungal toxin production (y) at different temperatures (z).
The final probabilistic prediction of toxin production (y) as a function of location (x)
is obtained using StackedGP by integrating out the uncertainty in the temperature
(z).
x
DataYDataZ
x yz z
Figure 1.1: StackedGP example - two chained Gaussian processes. Circles represent
GP nodes and the square represents the input. DataZ and DataY are used to train
the first and second GP, respectively. The figure shows the fitting of GPz and GPy
with the training data in the blue frames. The final output of the StackedGP is
obtained by integrating out the uncertainty in z. The predicted mean and confidence
of y given x is shown in the red frame. Note that there is no training data to directly
model y as a function of x.
In addition to supporting the component-based modeling, StackedGP can be used
to enhance predictions of quantities of interest using intermediate predictions of sec-
ondary variables, which is usually addressed using cokriging ([140]). Enhanced pre-
dictions of quantities of interest can be obtained by stacking GPs for predicting
intermediate secondary responses that govern the input space of GPs used to predict
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primary responses. Several examples can illustrate the idea such as estimating ozone
concentrations ([124]) using the results of chemical transport model simulation as sec-
ondary variables and predicting cadmium concentration using concentration of other
metals as secondary variables in Swiss Jura ([45, 149]). This hierarchical framework
outperforms other methods as described in the numerical results section at chapter 2,
where the Jura dataset ([149]) is used to assess the prediction accuracy of model
with intermediate predictions [4]. The interactive Python code to generate these
experiments can be found on our online StackedGP repository1 and is sketched in
Appendix B. More details about using StackedGP for the environmental application
are described in chapter 3 [5].
Furthermore, the stackedGP framework has been applied for computational cata-
lyst discovery application in chemical engineering field. Finding the model and suit-
able descriptors that determine the catalyst properties is big necessity. The pipeline
shown in figure 1.2 is usually used for predicting the production rate (also know
as turn-over-frequency TOF). The first step is to get the density functional theory
(DFT) calculations [150, 87] for adsorption energies. Then, apply learning models to
scale these energies to a different catalyst metal. Then, apply some other learning
models to calculate the transition state energies (activation energies). Finally, apply
the micro-kinetic models to get the TOF. In chapter 4, we analyzed the results of
different machine learning models for more than 1330 of different descriptors combi-
nations. We found no statistically significant difference between linear and non-linear
models when using the right combination of reactant energies, metal descriptors, and
bond counts. However, linear models are inferior when not including bond count
and metal descriptors. Furthermore, the analysis shows that when there are missing
data for reaction steps on all metals, conventional linear scaling is inferior to linear
and nonlinear models with proper choice of descriptors that are surprisingly robust.
1https://bitbucket.org/uqlab/stackedgp/src/master/Synthetic_Datasets
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Finally, we evaluated the stackedGP in modeling the adsorption and transition state
energies as a function of metal descriptors with data from all metal surfaces.
Figure 1.2: TOF pipeline using linear scaling models.
It should be noted here that stackedGP is conceptually different from deep GPs
([33]), where no data is available for the latent nodes and where the latent variable
model requires to jointly infer the hyperparameters corresponding to the mappings
between the layers. A model carrying the same name was introduced by [98], where a
stacked Gaussian process was proposed to model pedestrian and public transit flows
in urban areas. The model proposed by [98] is capable of capturing shared common
causes using a joint Bayesian inference for multiple tasks. In our work, the inference
is performed independently for each GP node and the uncertainty is approximately
propagated through the network. StackedGP provides flexibility in kernel selection
for intermediate nodes (RBF, polynomial as well as kernels obtained via their sum)
and has no restriction in selecting a suitable kernel for input nodes. Since the GP
nodes are independently trained using multiple datasets, the running time of the
StackedGP grows linearly with the number of nodes and can be sped up through
embarrassing parallel training of GPs.
The contributions of this work can be summarized as following:
• StackedGP modeling framework [4] - chapter 2:
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– The novelty of the work is in the derivation of a novel approximate al-
gorithm to propagate uncertainties through an arbitrary StackedGP to
the quantities of interest using both squared exponential and polynomial
kernels ([112]).
– The second contribution is the application of StackedGP to several repre-
sentative examples in environmental science (wildfire, geology of mineral
resources, and atmospheric transport) by emphasizing improvements in
modeling areas such as component-based modeling, cokriging, and emula-
tion of dynamical systems.
– A Python package2 is provided to build arbitrary StackedGP models and
study uncertainty propagation using the proposed algorithm. All the ex-
amples in this work are included in our online code repository.
• Aflatoxin prediction using StackedGP [5] - chapter 3:
– We proposed a novel analytical derivations for covariance matrix of
StackedGP. Then, by analytically describing the covariance between differ-
ent geographical locations, we show how to conditionally update the prior
predicted risk map given observed points.
– We describe an analytical framework in details for modeling accumulated
daily aflatoxin concentration with quantifying the uncertainty at differ-
ent geographical locations. Our framework avoids the limitations of the
previous study [75] by exploit the analytical StackedGP framework. We
proposed three stacked Gaussian processes to model temperature, water
activity, and daily aflatoxin using data collected from different literature
studies and weather stations. The model has been validated and a risk
map for SC has been generated.
2https://bitbucket.org/uqlab/stackedgp
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– To our knowledge, this is the first study that show a framework for finer
spatial prediction of Aflatoxin with updating mechanism for the risk map
to reflect the real data observations. This study can be easily extended to
include other component-based systems.
• Transition state energies predictions using StackedGP - chapter 4:
– We study the impact of combining various descriptors for modeling tran-
sition state energies (TS) including adsorption energies, metal descriptors,
and bond counts by considering a database for adsorption energies across
metal surfaces (Ni, Pt, Pd, Ru, Rh, Cu) for the decarboxylation and de-
carbonylation of Propionic acid.
– The stackedGP framework is evaluated in modeling the adsorption and
transition state energies as a function of metal descriptors with data from
all metal surfaces.
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Chapter 2
Stacked Gaussian Process
2.1 Introduction
This chapter develops a general probabilistic modeling framework to obtain analytical
expectations of quantities of interests that require composition of functions. The
proposed probabilistic model is a network of independently trained Gaussian processes
(GP), called stacked GP (StackedGP), see Fig. 2.3. The main applications of the
proposed framework is to integrate information from different system components to
estimate the quantities of interest with quantified uncertainties and to enhance their
predictions via a cascade of intermediate predictions. This model is conceptually
different from deep GPs [33], where no data is available at the node level and where
the latent variable model requires to jointly infer the hyperparameters corresponding
to the mappings between the layers.
The component-based modeling problem is common in different fields such as
chemical, geostatistics, and environmental science that require integration of dif-
ferent data sets via composition of functions. For example, environmental models
are a composition of phenomenological/physical models determined using wet-lab
measurements and forcing models determined using geospatial observations. Phe-
nomenological/physical models describe relationships between forcing variables (i.e.
temperature) and quantities of interest (i.e. accumulation of carcinogenic toxins in
corn [74]). Forcing models are used to calculate forcing variables at a location of in-
terest using spatial interpolations. The composition of the two type of models yields
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geospatial estimates for the quantities of interest. The central challenge is that there
is a compound effect of uncertainties coming from interpolation errors and model
errors that need to be quantified and exposed to the quantities of interest. A general
predictive modeling framework is developed to account for both model uncertainties
and interpolation errors in generating spatial predictions for the quantities of inter-
est. Applications such as determining the incidence of pirate attacks and malaria
outbreak [101], just to name a few, fall into this modeling framework.
Another interesting motivation for the StackedGP is its ability to consume knowl-
edge from multiple datasets which its nodes are trained independently. This property
allows the use of the best information currently available for each GP node keeping
it updated as more data or knowledge becomes available. This merit of StackedGP is
similar to Bayesian hierarichal networks which the conditional probability values of
each node are independent of the values of the other nodes values in the conditional
probability table leading to local update with data availability [20].
The StackedGP model extends and unifies the work in Refs. [74, 19]. In Ref. [74],
the authors introduced StackedGP to predict carcinogenic toxin concentrations using
environmental conditions. However, Monte Carlo sampling was used to propagate the
uncertainty through the stacked model and estimate the mean and variance of the
quantity of interest. Here, this uncertainty propagation through the network is done
analytically by leveraging the the exact moments for the predictive mean and variance
derived in Ref. [19] for a single GP in the case of the squared exponential kernel. In our
re-derivation in the case of the squared exponential kernel, we emphasize the impact of
the input uncertainty on the predictive mean and variance, which is key in obtaining
better predictions. Namely, input uncertainty in a node weighs the contributions of
the particular input to the node’s prediction. In addition to the squared exponential
kernel, we provide expressions for the predictive mean and variance corresponding to
the polynomial kernels, which is a novel derivation. Finally, we extend the StackedGP
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model to any number of layers and nodes per layer. StackedGP provides flexibility in
kernel selection for intermediate nodes (RBF, polynomial as well as kernels obtained
via their sum) and has no restriction in selecting a suitable kernel for input nodes.
Since the GP nodes are independently trained using different datasets, the running
time of the StackedGP grows linearly with the number of nodes and can be speed up
through embarrassing parallel training of GPs.
In addition to information integration, StackedGP can be used to enhance pre-
dictions of quantities of interest using intermediate predictions of auxiliary variables.
The unobserved target variables in supervised learning problems are often split in
primary/main variables (quantities of interest) and secondary/auxiliary variables.
Given that they are unobserved at testing inputs, the secondary variables are of-
ten discarded in the learning problem where the mapping between observed inputs
and primary variables is inferred. Enhanced predictions of quantities of interest can
be obtained by stacking GPs for predicting intermediate secondary responses that
govern the input space of GPs used to predict primary responses. Several examples
can illustrate the idea such as uranium spill accident [120] and predicting cadmium
concentration in Swiss Jura [45, 149].
In Ref. [149], the authors built a Gaussian Process Regression Network to model
the correlations between multiple outputs such as primary and secondary responses.
The outputs are given by weighted linearly combinations of latent functions where GP
priors are defined over the weights, unlike similar studies [120, 14] where the weights
are considered fixed. In this case, while not designed to capture the correlations
of response variables, StackedGP models can be constructed by stacking GPs for
predicting intermediate secondary responses that govern the input space of GPs used
to predict primary responses. This hierarchal framework outperforms other methods
as described in the numerical results section.
A model carrying the same name was introduced in Ref. [98], where a stacked
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Gaussian process was proposed to model pedestrian and public transit flows in urban
areas. The model proposed in Ref. [98] is capable of capturing shared common causes
using a joint Bayesian inference for multiple tasks. In our work the inference is
performed independently for each GP node and then the uncertainty is propagated
analytically through the network. In the next section, we discuss the StackedGP
model for square exponential/radial basis function (RBF) and polynomial kernels. In
the numerical results section, the performance of the proposed nonparametric stacked
model in model composition and cascading preditions is measured in a wildfire and
mineral resouces problem using real data, and its application to time-series prediction
is demonstrated in 2D puff advection problem.
This chapter starts with a brief introduction to GP in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 re-
derives the expectations of a GP with uncertain inputs for squared exponential kernel,
and provides a novel derivation for the polynomial kernel. Section 2.4 generalizes the
StackedGP to an arbitrary number of layers and nodes, and discusses the advantages
and limitations of the proposed model. Three numerical results are presented in
Section 2.5 and conclusions are given in Section 2.6.
2.2 Gaussian Process Background
Unlike parametric models, non-parametric models provide infinite dimensional pa-
rameters for modeling the distribution of the data. Gaussian processes are popular
non-parametric models ([112, 148, 147, 114]) that have found various applications
in the environmental modeling community. They are used as data-driven models
capable to predict various quantities of interest with quantified uncertainties such
as ultra fine particles ([114]), mean temperatures over North Atlantic Ocean ([58]),
wind speed ([61]), and monthly streamflow ([130]), just to name a few. When the
training data for GPs comes from simulators rather than field measurements, then
GPs become computational efficient surrogate models or emulators of high-fidelity
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models ([68, 102, 26]), with various applications in environmental modeling such as
fire emissions ([67]), ocean and climate circulation ([134]), urban drainage ([84]), and
computational fluid dynamics ([94]).
Given D = {X, z}, a set of n data points, each consisting of d inputs (X ∈ <n×d)
and one output (z ∈ <n), the output of the ith data point, zi, is modeled as follows:
zi = g(xi) + zi (2.1)
zi ∼ N(0, σ2z) (2.2)
g ∼ GP(0, kz(·, ·)) (2.3)
Here, g represents a latent function with zero mean Gaussian process prior and
kernel or covariance function kz(·, ·). The kernel measures the similarity between two
inputs, xi and xj. For example, the squared exponential or radial basis function
(RBF) kernel is defined as follows.
kz(xi,xj) = φ exp {−θ‖xi − xj‖2} (2.4)
The hyperparemeters, σ2z , and e.g. φ and θ corresponding to the RBF kernel, are
estimated using the maximum likelihood approach, where the log-likelihood is given
by,
lnp(z|X, φ, θ, σ2z) = −
1
2z
T (Kz + σ2zI)
−1z − 12 ln|Kz + σ
2
zI| −
n
2 ln2pi , (2.5)
and the covariance matrixKz is an n×n Gram matrix with elementsKij = kz(xi,xi).
Once the hyperparameters are estimated, the predictive distribution of z∗ at a
new testing input x∗, is given by the following normal distribution.
z∗ ∼ N
(
µz∗ , σ
2
z∗
)
(2.6)
µz∗ = kTzC−1z z (2.7)
σ2z∗ = kz (x∗,x∗) + σ2z − kTzC−1z kz (2.8)
Cz = Kz + σ2zI (2.9)
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In the following section we provide the background for a simple StackedGP as an
extension to GP with uncertain inputs as initially developed by [44].
2.3 Simple StackedGP - Two Chained Gaussian Processes
Consider the following simple StackedGP in Fig. 2.1 given by two chained GPs with
their own training dataset. The input to the first GP is given by the vector x. The
output of the first GP, z governs the input to the second GP, and y is the final output
of the StackedGP in Fig. 2.1.
The goal of this section is to introduce the mechanism of obtaining analytical
expectations of two-layer StackedGPs for both RBF and polynomial kernels. Note
that the predictive distribution of even a simple StackedGP as the one in Fig. 2.1 is
non-Gaussian, however its mean and variance can be obtained analytically. In the
next section we will generalize the approach to obtain the approximate expectations
of StackedGPs with arbitrary number of layers and nodes per layer.
We start with providing analytical expressions for mean and variance for a general
kernel, and follow with specific expressions for RBF kernel as initially derived by [44],
and then with a novel derivation for polynomial kernel.
x1
x2
xm0
z y
DatasetyDatasetz
Figure 2.1: Simple StackedGP - two chained Gaussian processes. Circles represent
a GP node and squares represent the observable inputs. Datasetz and Datasety are
used to train the first and second GP, respectively.
The predicted mean of the StackedGP with input x∗ is obtained using the law of
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total expectation by integrating out the intermediate variable z∗:
E[y∗|y,x∗] = Ez∗
[
E[y∗|y,x∗, z∗]
]
(2.10)
Here, E[y∗|y,x∗, z∗] = kTyC−1y y is the expectation of a standard GP with input z
and output y, and it can be expanded as follows:
E[y∗|y,x∗, z∗] = yT
n∑
i=1
C−1y (, i)ky (z∗, zi) , (2.11)
where Cy is the covariance matrix of the second GP and ky(z∗, zi) is the kernel
between the predicted variable z∗ and the ith training data point zi, and n is the
number of training points for the target node. The final predicted analytical mean of
y∗ can be written as
E[y∗|y,x∗] = yT
n∑
i=1
C−1y (, i)Ez∗ [ky(z∗, zi)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆1
. (2.12)
Ez∗ [ky(z∗, zi)] is the key integration to obtain the analytical predicted mean. The
expectation in Eq. 2.12 is with respect to a normal distribution with mean µz∗ and
variance σ2z∗ as obtained from the prediction of the first GP. The expectation can be
obtained analytically for RBF and polynomial kernels as shown in the following two
subsections.
The variance of the StackedGP can be obtained similarly using the law of total
variance.
Var (y∗|y,x∗) =Ez∗ [Var (y∗|y,x∗, z∗)] + Varz∗ (E [y∗|y,x∗, z∗])
=Ez∗
[
ky(z∗, z∗) + σ2y − kTyC−1y ky
]
+ Varz∗
(
kTyC
−1
y y
)
=σ2εy + Ez∗ [ky(z
∗, z∗)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆2
−Ez∗
[
kTyC
−1
y ky
]
+ Varz∗
(
kTyC
−1
y y
) (2.13)
Here, σ2εy is the noise variance of the target GP and Ez∗
[
kTyC
−1
y ky
]
can be obtained
using the following expansion.
Ez∗
[
kTyC
−1
y ky
]
=
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
C−1y (i, j)Ez∗ [ky (z∗, zi) ky (z∗, zj)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆3
(2.14)
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The last term in Eq. 2.13 is given by,
Varz∗
(
kTyC
−1
y y
)
= yTC−1y ΣkC−1y y (2.15)
where, Σk = Varz∗ (ky) ∈ <n×n can be expressed as
Σk = Ez∗
[
kyk
T
y
]
− Ez∗ [ky]Ez∗
[
k′y
]
. (2.16)
Note that Σk is computed using the two integrations of ∆1 and ∆3.
In the following two subsections, we will provide the analytical first and second
moments of StackedGP for RBF and polynomial kernels.
2.3.1 RBF Kernel - Simple Case
Using the RBF kernel ky(z∗, zi) = φ exp {−θ(z∗ − zi)2} to evaluate ∆1 in Eq. 2.12 we
obtain:
∆1 = φ
√
(1/(2θ))
σ2z∗ + (1/(2θ))
exp
{
− (zi − µz∗)
2
2(σ2z∗ + 1/(2θ))
}
E[y∗|y,x∗] = φyT
√
(1/(2θ))
σ2z∗ + (1/(2θ))
×
n∑
i=1
C−1y (, i) exp
{
− (zi − µz∗)
2
2(σ2z∗ + 1/(2θ))
}
(2.17)
Here, θ is the corresponding length scale in the target node, φ is the kernel’s
variance, and yT is the output training points that have been used during training of
the target GP node.
For RBF kernel, ∆2 = φ and ∆3 in Eq. 2.13 can be calculated using the following
expression.
∆3 = φ2
√√√√ 1/(4θ)
1/(4θ) + σ2z∗
× exp
{
−θ(zi − zj)
2
2 −
[(zi + zj)/2− µz∗ ]2
2 (1/(4θ) + σ2z∗)
}
Here, zi is the ith input training data point for the target node. Finally, the predicted
variance is given by:
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Var (y∗|y,x∗) =σ2εy + φ+ yTC−1y ΣkC−1y y − φ2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
C−1y (i, j)
√
1/(4θ)
1/(4θ) + σ2z∗
× exp
{
−θ(zi − zj)
2
2 −
[(zi + zj)/2− µz∗ ]2
2
(
1/(4θ) + σ2z∗
) } (2.18)
These analytical expressions corresponding to the RBF kernel coincide with those
derived by [44] and [19]. We have provided them here for completeness and to em-
phasize the role of uncertainty in the network as described in the following sections.
In the next subsection we provide novel analytical expressions for the predicted mean
and variance of StackedGP when using polynomial kernels.
2.3.2 Polynomial Kernel - Simple Case
Following the same simple StackedGP configuration and a d-order polynomial kernel
at the target node ky (z∗, zi) = (z∗ ∗ zi)d, the predicted mean of Eq. 2.12 can be
calculated as
E[y∗|y,x∗] = yT
n∑
i=1
C−1y (, i)(adzdi )
where ∆1 = (adzdi ) and ad follows the non-central moments of the normal distribution,
namely
ad =
b d2 c∑
u=0
(
d
2u
)
(2u− 1)!!σ2uz∗µd−2uz∗ . (2.19)
The expression for the predicted variance in Eq. 2.13 is obtained by substituting
∆2 = a2d and ∆3 = a2dzdi zdj where a2d is calculated using Eq. 2.19. Finally, the
predicted variance in the case of polynomial kernel is given by,
Varpoly (y∗|y,x∗) = σ2εy + a2d + yTC−1y ΣkC−1y y −
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
a2dz
d
i z
d
jC
−1
y (i, j).
2.4 Stacked Gaussian Process - Generalization
The goal of this section is to extend the previous StackedGP to an arbitrary number
of layers and nodes per layer. First, we start by presenting the analytical mean and
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variance of a two-layer StackedGP with arbitrary number of nodes in the first layer.
Second, we provide a discussion on accommodating an arbitrary number of output
nodes in the second layer. Finally, we present an algorithm to compute the approxi-
mate mean and variance of a generalized StackedGP, and discuss the advantages and
limitations of the model.
x1
x2
xm0
z1,1
z1,2
z1,m1
Dataset1,m1
y
Dataset1,2
Dataset1,1
Datasety
Figure 2.2: StackedGP with multiple nodes in the first layer. Circles represent GP
nodes and squares represent the observable inputs.
2.4.1 Generalized Number of Nodes in the First Layer of a Two Layer
StackedGP
Consider an arbitrary number of nodes in the first layer as an extension of the simple
two layer StackedGP in the previous section while keeping the single output, see
Fig. 2.2. The analytical expectations presented here will require the independence
assumption for the input uncertainties in the target node. Namely, the outputs of the
first layer, z = [z1, z2 . . . zm1 ]T are considered independent, see Eq. 2.20. In addition,
the multidimensional kernel is assumed to be obtained as a product of 1D kernels.
This can easily be extended to sum of kernels and sum of products of 1D kernels.
ky(z∗, z) =
m1∏
j=1
ky(z∗j , zj) (2.20)
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Thus, the expectation of the kernel is factorized as follows:
Ez∗ [ky(z∗, z)] =
m1∏
j=1
Ez∗j [ky(z
∗
j , zj)] (2.21)
The Eq. 2.12 for the mean is generalized as follows,
E[y∗|y,x∗] = vTC−1y y , (2.22)
where the elements of the vector v ∈ <n×1 correspond to the training data points zi
for i = 1 . . . n and act as kernels under the uncertain inputs.
vi = Ez∗ [ky(z∗, zi)] =
m1∏
j=1
Ez∗j [ky(z
∗
j , zji)] (2.23)
Similarly, given the Eq. 2.14 the predicted variance of the target node can be
generalized as follows:
var[y∗|y,x∗] = σ2εy + ∆2g + yTC−1ΣkC−1y︸ ︷︷ ︸
ζ
−∑
n,n
(C−1 H) (2.24)
where the symbol "" is used for element-wise product or Hadamard product and the
elements of H ∈ <n×n reflect integrations under the uncertain inputs of the product
of two kernel functions as given in Eq. 2.20 and evaluated at different training data
points.
Hi,j = Ez∗ [ky(z∗, zi)ky(z∗, zj)] (2.25)
RBF kernel - Generalized Number of Nodes in the First Layer
The analytical mean in the case of the RBF kernel for the output node is obtained
using the following elements of the v vector in Eq. 2.22. Here, i = 1..n, where n is
the number of training data points for the output node, m1 is the number of inputs
to the output GP node, and zji is the jth element of the ith training data point. Note
that the predicted mean of the StackedGP has the same form as the standard GP
but with two main differences. First, the kernel evaluations vi measure the similarity
between the ith training data and the predicted mean µz∗ from the previous layer
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instead of the direct input. Second, the similarity is discounted based on the input
uncertainty σ2z∗j . Note, that if we set σ
2
z∗j
to zero, we obtain a common product of
RBF kernels corresponding to each node in the first layer. However, the larger the
input uncertainty for a particular node the lower the similarity on that particular
dimension.
vi = wqi (2.26)
w =
m1∏
j=1
√√√√ 1/(2θj)
((1/(2θj) + σ2z∗j )
(2.27)
qi = φ exp

m1∑
j=1
− (zji − µz
∗
j
)2
2((1/(2θj) + σ2z∗j )
 (2.28)
To obtain the analytical variance for the RBF kernel in Eq. 2.24, we use the
following relations: ∆2g = φ and H = uP where the scalar u and the elements of
P ∈ <n×n are given by
u =
m1∏
j=1
√√√√ 1/(4θj)
((1/(4θj) + σ2z∗j )
(2.29)
Pa,b = φ2 exp
−
m1∑
j=1
{
θj(zja − zjb)2
2 +
[
(zja + zjb)/2− µz∗j
]2
2
(
1/(4θj) + σ2z∗j
)

 . (2.30)
Using Eq. 2.16, we can get the following expression for Σk:
Σk = uP − w2T (2.31)
where the elements of the matrix T ∈ <n×n are defined as
Ta,b = φ2 exp
−
m1∑
j=1
(zja − µz∗j )2 + (zjb − µz∗j )2
2(1/(2θj) + σ2z∗j )
 . (2.32)
We emphasize the impact of input uncertainty on the predictive mean and vari-
ance, which is key in obtaining better predictions. Namely, the input uncertainty
weighs the contributions of the particular input to the GP node’s prediction. Note
that if the uncertainty from the first layer σ2z∗j = 0 then we obtain the same stan-
dard variance of a Gaussian process. Namely, the scalers u and w become one and
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Pa,b = Ta,b = ky(za, µz∗j )ky(zb, µz∗j )
T , which yields Σk = 0 and thus ζ = 0 in Eq. 2.24.
As a result, in the case of certain inputs, the predicted variance of the StackedGP
is similar to the standard GP, namely σ2εy + φ − kTyC−1ky. Here, ky is the kernel
evaluated at the training point and the predicted mean of the first layer. In other
words, if we have certain inputs, we get standard GP prediction. Otherwise, the un-
certainty in the first layer is propagated to the second layer, increasing the predictive
uncertainty of the StackedGP output.
Covariance. To update these predictions given a new observation, we need to
derive the analytical covariance matrix of the stacked Gaussian processes given differ-
ent inputs points. The covariance of the stacked model can be analytically calculated
using the law of total covariance as follows:
cov(y∗1, y∗2 | x∗1,x∗2) = Ez∗1 ,z∗2 [cov (y∗1, y∗2 | z∗1 , z∗2 ,x∗1,x∗2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆1
+ cov
[
Ez∗1 ,z∗2 (y
∗
1 | z∗1 , z∗2 ,x∗1,x∗2), Ez∗1 ,z∗2 (y∗2 | z∗1 , z∗2 ,x∗1,x∗2)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆2
where
cov(y∗i , y∗j | z∗i , z∗j ,x∗i ,x∗j) = ky(z∗i , z∗j )− kTaiC−1kaj
and kai = k(z∗i , ztraining). By marginalizing over the intermediate variables (tem-
perature and water-activity for different locations) z∗1 , z∗2 , we obtain the following
expressions for the two terms in the covariance formulation.
∆1 = Ez∗1 ,z∗2 [ky(z
∗
1 , z
∗
2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ1
−Ez∗1 ,z∗2 [kTa1C−1ky2 ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ2
∆2 = Ez∗1 ,z∗2 [E(y
∗
1 | z∗1 , z∗2).E(y∗2 | z∗1 , z∗2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ3
− Ez∗1 ,z∗2 [E(y∗1 | z∗1 , z∗2)].Ez∗1 ,z∗2 [E(y∗2 | z∗1 , z∗2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ4
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The derivations of the expectations δ1, δ2, δ3, and δ4 are provided in the appendix.
The final covariance between two different outputs given two inputs is given by
cov(y∗1, y∗2 | x∗1,x∗2) = φ
{dz}∏
v
2pi
θv
N
(
µvpred ; 0,Σvpred1
)
+ Tr
(A−C−1)φ2. {dz}∏
v
pi
θv
N
(
µvi,j ;µvpred ,Σvpred2
)
− µy1 ∗ µy2
(2.33)
where A = C−1y yyTC−1a and µpred, Σpred1 , Σpred2 are the predicted mean and covari-
ance of the intermediate variables. Note, that it can be mathematically verified that
the diagonal of the covariance matrix in Eq. 2.33 is equal to the predicted variance
shown in Eq. 3.8.
In the next section we expand these derivations to polynomial kernels.
Polynomial Kernel - Generalized Number of Nodes in the First Layer
The analytical mean in the case of polynomial kernel of order d for the output node
is obtained using the following multinomial expansion for the ith element of the v
vector in Eq. 2.22.
vi =
∑
p1+p2+...pm1=d
(
d
p1, p2, ...pm1
) ∏
16t6m1
[aptz
pt
ti ] . (2.34)
Here, pi indicates the power of the tth input with 1 6 t 6 m1. In additions,(
d
p1, p2, ...pm1
)
= d!
p1!p2!...pm1 !
, and the coefficient apt follows the non-central moment
of the normal distribution shown in Eq. 2.19. Note, that in the absence of input
uncertainty, namely setting σ2z∗j = 0, we actually set all but the first term in Eq. 2.19
to zero, which results in the same formula for the mean of a standard GP with a
polynomial kernel of order d.
To obtain the analytical variance for the polynomial kernel in Eq. 2.24, we use
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the following relations:
∆2g =
∑
p1+p2+...pm1=d
(
d
p1, p2, ...pm1
) ∏
16t6m1
[a2pt ] (2.35)
a2pt =
b 2∗pt2 c∑
u=0
(
2 ∗ pt
2u
)
(2u− 1)!!σ2uz∗t µ
2∗pt−2u
z∗t
. (2.36)
Using Eq. 2.16, we can get the expression for Σk:
Σk = H − vvT (2.37)
where the elements of the matrix H ∈ <n×n are obtained using the following multi-
nomial expansion,
Hi,j =
∑
p1+...pm1=d
∑
q1+...qm1=d
(
d
p1, ...pm1
)(
d
q1, ...qm1
) ∏
16t6m1
[apt,qtz
pt
ti z
qt
tj ] (2.38)
apt,qt =
b pt+qt2 c∑
u=0
(
pt + qt
2u
)
(2u− 1)!!σ2uz∗t µ
pt+qt−2u
z∗t
(2.39)
Similarly as in the RBF case, if there is no uncertainty coming from the first
layer, namely σ2z∗j = 0, then H = vv
T , which yields Σk = 0 and thus ζ = 0 in
Eq. 2.24. SinceHa,b = ky(za, µz∗j )ky(zb, µz∗j )
T , this leads to a predicted variance of the
StackedGP similar to the standard GP with polynomial kernel, σ2εy +∆2g−kTyC−1ky.
Here, ky is the polynomial kernel evaluated at the predicted mean of the first layer
and the training points.
Note that the first two moments can be easily obtained also for kernels that
involve sums of RBF and polynomial kernels. In the following section we discuss
how we can expand the two-layer network to arbitrary number of outputs, and finally
the assumptions needed to obtain approximate expectations in a StackedGP with
arbitrary number of layers and nodes per layer.
2.4.2 StackedGP with Arbitrary Number of Layers and Nodes per Layer
The only assumption in the previous sections is that the outputs of layers that prop-
agate as inputs to the next layer are independent. This applies also to the extension
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of the previous StackedGP to an arbitrary number of outputs in the last layer. This
assumption is for convenience as the derivations are significantly more involving, how-
ever the methodology can accommodate correlated inputs. For example, co-kriging
methods ([29]) and dependent GPs ([15]) provide an alternative formulation for ob-
taining coupled outputs. Any of these models might be used to generate correlated
outputs for any layer, however these correlations need to be incorporated into the
StackedGP expectations. In our numerical results, we have opted to pre-process the
training data using independent component analysis (ICA) to obtain independent
projections that are finally used to train the GPs. Note that this procedure does not
include the deterministic input observations. We plan to extend the derivations to
account for correlations in our next study.
The objective of this section is to build a StackedGP to model an ml dimensional
function y(x) as shown in Fig. 2.3. The model has l stacked layers with each layer
having mi GP nodes (l refers to the index of the layer and the value of ml can be
different from layer to layer). We assume that we are given the following set of
training datasets Dtrain = {D1, D2, ...DQ}, where Q = ∑li=1mi represents the total
number of nodes in the model. In this stacked model each node is independently
trained using its own available dataset Dq, where q = 1..Q. Thus, each node acts
as a standalone standard GP, where the hyper-parameter optimization/inference is
conducted using node specific datasets.
While for two-layer StackedGP the mean and the variance can be obtained ana-
lytical for both RBF and polynomial kernel, in the case of three or more layers the
expectations are intractable for the RBF kernel, and in the case of polynomial kernels,
they involve keeping track of large number of terms. We have opted to approximately
propagate the uncertainty from layer to layer and approximate the expectations of
the StackedGP. Note that even if we are able to obtain analytical expectations for a
chain of two GPs, the underlying distribution is still non-Gaussian. As a result, in
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addition to the independence assumption for the outputs of each layer, we add an-
other assumption which involves approximating the distribution of the output of each
layer with a Gaussian distribution. Given the analytical mean and variance, we use
the maximum entropy principle to obtain the Gaussian approximation ([121, 135]).
The effect of this approximation is an increase in the uncertainty that is propagated
through the network, resulting in conservative predictions.
z1,1
z1,2
z1,m1
y1
yml
x1
x2
xm0
z2,1
z2,2
z2,m2
Figure 2.3: Stacked Gaussian Process model. The output dimension of y(x) is ml
where the model has l stacked layers and each layer has mi GP nodes (i refers to the
index of the layer). Circles represent a GP node and squares represent the observable
inputs.
In large networks or multi-step predictions this uncertainty inflation due to max-
imum entropy approach might have a significant impact. However, this impact is
minimized in applications such as data assimilation, where frequent measurements
can reduce the predicted uncertainty. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis can be used
to determine the nodes and the inputs that contribute the most to the final un-
certainty of the quantity of interest. This way, one can allocate resources such as
targeted data collection or kernel tuning to improve the GP model of the node with
the highest uncertainty contribution.
Finally, Eqs. 2.22 and 2.24 provide the main mechanism to obtain the approximate
mean and variance of a layer given the predictions of the previous layer. This process
is applied sequentially until the mean and variance of the final quantities of interest
are obtained. Algorithm 1 demonstrates how a general StackedGP is built and the
steps required to obtain the desired expectations.
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Algorithm 1 StackedGP - model building and uncertainty propagation
Require: Dtrain = [D1, D2, ...DQ]. Q number of nodes in the StackedGP.
Require: nodeLayerIdx = {(l, n)j}j=1...Q. Q tuples of layer and node index for each
node.
Require: stackedStructure: an array of Q lists, where each list
stackedStructure[node] has an arbitrary number of tuples to specify the
inputs nodes to the current node.
Require: New observation x∗
1: . # Create StackedGP
2: for i in range(1, Q) : do
3: kernel initialization (RBF, Polynomial, or RBF + Polynomial).
4: if nodeLayerIdx[i][1]! = 0 then
5: apply ICA on Dtrain[i].X.
6: end if
7: init node with inputs Dtrain[i].X and outputs Dtrain[i].Y
8: estimate hyperparameters for node.
9: add node to StackedGP at location nodeLayerIdx[i]
10: end for
11: . # Uncertainty propagation
12: for i in range(number of layers) do
13: for node in layer[i].nodes do
14: extract mean and variance of all inputs from stackedStructure[node] . #
Calculate the mean and variance for the current node
15: RBF kernel: mean (Eqs. 2.22, 2.28), and variance (Eqs. 2.24, 2.29, 2.30,
2.32).
16: Polynomial kernel: mean (Eqs. 2.22, 2.34), variance (Eqs. 2.24, 2.35, 2.38).
17: end for
18: end for
One limitation of the model is related to the matrix inversion required by the
standard GP model, which takes O(n3) operations, where n is the number of training
data points for a particular node. Several approaches have been proposed to deal
with the curse of dimensionality: kernel mixing ([58]), sparse GP with pseudo-inputs
([126]), incremental local Gaussian regression ([90]), and inversion free approaches
([10]).
When the output of various layers is high-dimensional, then dimensionality re-
duction techniques can be added to pre-process the training data ([59]). Also, var-
ious operations in Algorithm 1 are easily parallelizable. Namely, the optimization
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for hyperparameter estimation of each node can be carried out in parallel as well
as within layer propagation of information from the previous layer. Obviously, this
computational efficiency over multi-output methods comes at a cost of properly ac-
commodating for the correlation of the outputs.
2.5 Numerical Results
In this section we provide three different examples to demonstrate the applicability of
StackedGP. The first application corresponds to the Jura geological dataset, where the
StackedGP is used to enhance the prediction of a primary response using intermediate
predictions of secondary responses. In the second example, we use StackedGP to
combine two real datasets to predict the burned area as part of a forest fire application.
Finally, we demonstrate the use of StackedGP in the context of emulated dynamical
systems for 2D puff advection driven by uncertain inputs for multi-step predictions.
2.5.1 Cascading Predictions - Jura Dataset
In this subsection we use Jura dataset collected by the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology at Lauasanne ([11, 145]). The dataset contains concentration samples
of several heavy metals at 359 different locations. Similar to previous experiments
([45, 8, 149]), we are interested in predicting cadmium concentrations, the primary
response at 100 locations given 259 training measurement points. The training data
contains location information and concentrations of various metals (Cd, Zn, Ni, Cr,
Co, Pb and Cu) at the sampled sites. The primary response is the concentration of
Cd, and the other metals are considered secondary responses.
Note that standard Gaussian processes model each response variable indepen-
dently and thus knowledge of secondary responses cannot help in predicting the
primary one ([120]). In this case a standard Gaussian process (StandardGP) will
use a training dataset with only locations as inputs and Cd measurements as target
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([8, 149]). Multi-output regression models such as co-kriging ([29]) can use the corre-
lation between secondary and primary response to improve the prediction of Cd. The
StackedGP, while it does not model the correlation between primary and secondary
responses, it can be used to enhance the prediction of the primary response using
intermediate predictions of the secondary responses.
In the heterotopic case ([45]), the primary target is undersampled relative to the
secondary variables. This provides access to secondary information such as Ni and Zn
at 100 locations being estimated. As a result a standard Gaussian process can be built
to have Ni and Zn directly as inputs. Here we will denote it as StandardGP(Zn,Ni).
This is also the case for comparing our results with other six multi-task regression
models as reported by [149] and tabulated in Table 2.1.
[149] developed a Gaussian Process Regression Network (GPRN) to model the
correlations between multiple outputs such as primary and secondary responses. The
outputs are given by weighted linear combinations of latent functions where GP priors
are defined over the weights, unlike similar studies for Semiparametric Latent Factor
Model (SLFM) ([120, 15]) where the weights are considered fixed. As these models
have no analytical solutions to learn its hyper-parameters, the authors use differ-
ent approximation methods such as variational Bayes (VB) ([42]). The SLFM has
been motivated from intrinsic coregionalization model (ICM) ([45]) in geostatistics.
However unlike ICM, the SLFM includes Gaussian process hyper-parameters such
as length-scales during the learning process. In additions, Convolution GP Model
for Multiple Outputs (CMOGP) is another regression model where each output at
each x ∈ X is a mixture of latent Gaussian processes mixed across the whole input
domain X. StackedGP is not designed to capture the correlations of response vari-
ables, however, StackedGP models can be constructed by stacking GPs for predicting
intermediate secondary responses that govern the input space of GPs used to predict
primary responses. This hierarchical framework outperforms other methods as shown
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in Table 2.1.
The first proposed StackedGP uses the first layer to model Zn and Ni based on
locations and the second layer to model Cd based on the locations and the estimated
output of the first layer, see Figure 2.4. In the heterotopic case the StackedGP can use
directly the available measurements of Ni and Zn instead of predictions by setting the
uncertainty associated with these measurements to zero. In this case the StackedGP
acts as the StandardGP(Zn,Ni).
Zn
Ni
Cd
X
Y
Figure 2.4: Example 1 (cascading predictions) - StackedGP for predicting Cd based
on estimated Zn and Ni at location of interest X and Y .
Three other structures are proposed by using intermediate predictions of Co, Cr,
and Co and Cr together1. In this case, we have a three layer StackedGP to model Cd,
see Figure 2.5. The first layer is the same as in the previous setup. The second layer
models intermediate responses (Co, Cr, and Co and Cr). The third layer is used to
model Cd based on the second layer predictions in additions to the input/output of
the first layer, namely location and Zn and Ni. Figure 2.5 also shows the predicted
spatial fields for different metals. The predicted mean concentration of each metal
is depicted as a heat map where x-axis and y-axis represent latitude and longitude
respectively.
Table 2.1 shows the results of these stacked structures, StackedGP(Co),
StackedGP(Cr) and StackedGP(Co,Cr). While measurements of Ni and Zn are avail-
able in the testing scenarios, there are no measurements for Co and Cr during testing.
1Interactive python for all stackedGP strucutes for Jura dataset can be found on https://
bitbucket.org/uqlab/stackedgp/src/master/cadmium_prediction/demo
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Figure 2.5: Example 1 (cascading predictions) - StackedGP for predicting Cd based
on estimated Zn, Ni, Co, and Cr at location of interest X and Y . The figure also
shows the predicted spatial fields for Zn, Ni, Cr, Co, and Cd metals in Jura dataset.
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Thus, Cd predictions of these three StackedGPs rely on predictions of Co and Cr using
locations and Ni and Zn measurements at these locations.
Table 2.1: Example 1 (cascading predictions) - Performance on modeling Cd using
different two/three layers StackedGP structures with mean absolute error (MAE) as
performance metric.
Model MAE STD
StackedGP 0.3860 6× 10−3
StackedGP(Co) 0.3617 3.3× 10−6
StackedGP(Cr) 0.3884 7.5× 10−7
StackedGP(Co,Cr) 0.3602 5.7× 10−7
GPRN(VB) [149] 0.4040 6× 10−4
SLFM(VB) [120] 0.4247 4× 10−4
SLFM [120] 0.4578 2.5× 10−3
ICM [45] 0.4608 2.5× 10−3
CMOGP [14] 0.4552 1.3× 10−3
Co-Kriging 0.51
StandardGP(Zn,Ni) 0.3844 4× 10−3
StandardGP 0.5714 3× 10−4
The mean absolute error (MAE) between the true and estimated Cd is calculated
at the 100 target locations. The experimental setup follows [8] and [149] for which
the simulation is restarted 10 times using different initializations of the parameters,
namely the length scale for the RBF kernel in case of the StackedGP. The average
and standard deviation of MAE over these 10 runs is reported in Table 1. Overall
StackedGP gives better results as compared with the other models. Also, when Zn
and Ni measurements are available as assumed by the other multi-output regression
models ([149, 8]), then a StandardGP(Ni,Zn) can provide a lower MAE than the
other six multi-output regression models. However, StackedGP can provide a better
performance over the Standard(Zn,Ni) by making use of intermediate predictions of
secondary responses.
For all these experiments we found that the log transformation and normalization
can lead to better results. For multi-responses in the middle layer, we used inde-
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pendent component analysis (ICA) to obtain independent projections of secondary
responses. This is required as the current derivation assumes that inputs to a GP
node are independent.
The complexity of most of multi-task models (e.g. CMOGP, SLFM), is O(N3p3)
where N is size of the training dataset and p is the number of output responses
([9, 149]). As GPRN depends on approximation methods such as variational Bayes,
it needs several iterations to reach suitable hyper-parameters. A larger the number of
iterations increases the time complexity of the model. Therefore, it may achieve lower
complexity such as O(pN3) at the cost of obtaining a lower accuracy by decreasing
the number of iterations. StackedGP scales linearly with the number of nodes in the
structure because of the independent training of the nodes, which can be done in
parallel. In the worst case StackedGP is O(pN3). Nonetheless, sparse approximation
techniques can be used to further reduce this complexity in the case of large training
datasets ([127, 32]). Furthermore, StandardGP, Co-Kriging, and ICM have O(N3)
complexity, but they achieve a lower accuracy as compared with the other mulit-task
models.
2.5.2 Model Composition - Forest Fire Dataset
The prediction of the burned area from forest fires has been discussed in different
studies such as [28] and [21]. The burned area of forest fires has been predicted
using meteorological conditions (e.g. temperature, wind) and/or several Canadian
forest fire weather indices ([132]) for rating fire danger, namely fine fuel moisture
code (FFMC), duff moisture code (DMC), drought code (DC), initial spread index
(ISI), and buildup index (BUI), as shown in Figure 2.6.
In this application we are interested in developing a StackedGP 2 by first mod-
eling the fire indices using meteorological variables T from one dataset presented in
2Code can be found at https://bitbucket.org/uqlab/stackedgp/src/master/forestfire
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[139] and then model the burned area based on fire indices using another dataset
presented in [28]. The proposed StackedGP is depicted in Figure 2.7. The GP nodes
corresponding to the four fire indices (FFMC,DMC, DC, and ISI) are trained from
data published in [139] according to the hierarchical structure shown in Figure 2.6.
While the second dataset ([28]) contains meteorological conditions along with the fire
indices and burned area, we assume that the meteorological conditions are missing
in the training phase from this dataset and use only the fire indices and burned area
data to train the GP node in the last layer of the StackedGP.
A 10-fold cross validation is applied to the dataset published by [28] to train
the burned area node and test the whole StackedGP model. Because of the skewed
distribution of the burned area values and to ensure positive value for our predictions,
instead of directly modeling the burned area using StackedGP, we have modeled the
log of the burned area. As a result, the final mean and variance of the burned area
B[T ] as a function of the meteorological conditions T is given by Eqs. 2.40 and 2.41
respectively. In additions, we have found that scaling the target variable to have zero
mean and unit variance to be a beneficial preprocessing step.
Figure 2.6: Example 2 (forest fire) - Structure of the fire weather index (FWI) system
module of the Canadian forest fire danger rating system ([132]).
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E[B] = [eσ2lnB − 1]e2µlnB+σ2lnB (2.40)
V ar[B] = eµlnB+0.5σ2lnB (2.41)
Here, µlnB and σlnB are the output of the probabilistic analytical StackedGP
(Eqs. 2.22 and 2.24) in the case of the RBF kernel, see Section 2.4.1.
The result of modeling the burned area using the StackedGP is shown in Table 2.2.
The StackedGP model is compared with the results of 5 other regression models
reported by [28]. Because these regression models have been tested using different
input spaces, Table 2.2 tabulates the best results achieved by each model as described
in [28]. Even though the StackedGP predicts the burned area based on estimated
indices from the first dataset and not the actual values as presented in the second
dataset, it is still able to give comparable results with the other models that make
use of meteorological conditions and/or fire indices available in the second dataset.
This experiment emphasizes that the StackedGP is able to combine knowledge from
multiple datasets with noticeable performance.
FFMC
DMC
DC
ISI Burned
Area
P, TRH,W
W
P, T
RH
P, T
First two layers
trained on D1
Last layer
trained on D2
GP
GP
GP
GP
GP
Figure 2.7: Example 2 (forest fire) - StackedGP for predicting burned area based on
estimated FWI indices. Letters P, T, RH, W stands for precipitation, temperature,
relative humidity and wind respectively. Also, the first two layers are trained using
dataset D1 , while dataset D2 is used to train the last layer.
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Table 2.2: Example 2 (forest fire) - Predictive results using different models. The
input for each model is T for meteorological features and FWI for fire indices. The
results obtained with multiple regression (MR), decision trees (DT), random forests
(RF), and neural networks (NN) have been reported by [28].
Model Index MAE RMSE
StackedGP T 12.80 46.0
MR FWI 13 64.5
DT T 13.18 64.5
RF T 12.98 64.4
NN T 13.08 64.6
SVM T 12.71 64.7
2.5.3 Uncertainty Propagation - Atmospheric Transport
Gaussian processes with uncertain inputs have been previously used in multi-step time
series predictions ([43, 19]). Modeling multi-step ahead predictions can be achieved
by feeding back the predicted mean and variance at each time and propagating the
uncertainty to the next time step. This idea has been used in different time-series ap-
plications such as electricity forecasting ([79]) and water demand forecasting ([144]).
Here we expand this concept by further driving the dynamical system using another
GP for propagating uncertainty in an atmospheric transport problem. We consider
a simple advection of a 2D Gaussian-shaped puff ([99, 133]). The states of the puff
evolve using the following equations.
Here, (xk, yk) is the position of the center of the puff, and the downwind distance
from the source dk is used to compute the puff radius, σk = pdqk in models such as
RIMPUFF ([99]) based on Karlsruhe-Jülich diffusion coefficients ([113]), (p, q).
xk+1 = xk + ux(xk)∆t (2.42)
yk+1 = yk + uy(yk)∆t (2.43)
dk+1 = dk +
√
u2x(xk) + u2y(yk)∆t (2.44)
The goal here is to build a GP emulator for the above dynamical system, knowing
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that the release location is fixed at (x0 = 0km, y0 = 0km) and the wind velocity is
uncertain with normally distributed wind components (ux, uy).
ux, uy ∼ N (4m/s, 1m/s) (2.45)
The GP emulator h(·) is constructed using 15 training trajectories that start at the
same release location, but correspond to different wind fields that randomly sampled
from the distribution in Eq. 2.45. The total simulation time is 30min with a time
step ∆t = 90sec. As a result, k has range of 20 steps during the simulation time.
[xk+1, yk+1, dk+1] = h(xk, yk, ux(xk), uy(xk)) (2.46)
Another GP model is constructed to determine the wind field based on 16 wind
sensors positioned 4km apart in both directions. The wind sensor readings are just
independent and identically distributed samples from Eq. 2.45.
[ux(x), uy(y)] = g(x, y) (2.47)
Note, that in this particular case the wind velocity at different locations is cor-
related. Both emulators use RBF kernels, and they are stacked to build a recurrent
StackedGP as shown in Figure 2.8.
h(.)
g(.)
x0, y0, d0
xk, yk, dk
ux, uy
Figure 2.8: Example 3 (uncertainty propagation) - StackedGP model for uncertainty
propagation using emulated 2D puff advection driven by uncertain wind field.
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To assess the effect of the two assumptions in constructing the StackedGP3 (inde-
pendent inputs for each layer and Gaussian distribution approximation for the output
of each layer), we compared the approximate mean and variance of the puff states
from StackedGP using the proposed algorithm with those resulted from a Monte
Carlo propagation of uncertainty through the StackedGP using 1000 samples.
Table 2.3: Example 3 (uncertainty propagation) - Predicted mean and standard de-
viation of puff states using proposed approximate and Monte Carlo propagation of
uncertainty through StackedGP.
Approximate Propagation Monte Carlo
k xk yk dk xk yk dk
µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ
5 7.76 0.19 7.83 0.13 2.61 0.23 7.74 0.19 7.89 0.14 2.59 0.16
10 9.52 0.26 9.67 0.18 5.19 0.29 9.47 0.27 9.76 0.2 5.17 0.24
15 11.3 0.32 11.5 0.22 7.74 0.34 11.22 0.33 11.59 0.24 7.72 0.29
20 13.09 0.37 13.33 0.26 10.26 0.39 12.95 0.38 13.38 0.28 10.25 0.33
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Figure 2.9: Example 3 (uncertainty propagation) - Histogram of 1000 MC samples
(blue) and the predicted StackedGP Gaussian distribution (red) at time step 10 for
figures [a, b, and c] and time step 20 for figures [d, e, and f].
3Interactive python for stackedGP strucute for Atmospheric Transport experiment can be
found on https://bitbucket.org/uqlab/stackedgp/src/master/Uncertainty_Propagation_
Atmospheric_Transport
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Figures 2.9 shows the approximate predicted Gaussian distribution of the states
along with the histogram of the Monte Carlo samples propagated through the
StackedGP. Table 2.3 lists the predicted mean and standard deviation of the puff
states at different time steps.
Note that even though the state equations for the location of the puff are linear,
because they are emulated using a GP, which at its turn is driven by a GP model
for the wind field, the distribution of the StackedGP output may depart from the
Gaussian distribution. The assumption of approximating the output with a Gaussian
distribution may result in biasing the mean location. The statistical significant dif-
ference between the StackedGP approximate mean propagation and its Monte Carlo
estimate confirms the impact of this approximation as shown in Table 2.3.
Furthermore, the assumption of ignoring the correlation structure between the
outputs of StackedGP may result in an artificial inflation of the uncertainty. In our
simple example, this is clearly manifested in larger standard deviations for the down-
wind using approximate propagation as compared with the Monte Carlo estimate.
This impact on uncertainty propagation might be exacerbated when more nonlinear
models are used, which limits the horizon of uncertainty propagation. Obviously,
the gain in computational speed combined with field measurements in the context of
data assimilation may position these stacked model as real contenders for real time
applications. We plan to investigate in the future the application of StackedGP to
data assimilation.
2.6 Conclusions
A stacked model of independently trained Gaussian processes, called StackedGP, is
proposed as a modeling framework in the context of model composition. This is es-
pecially of interest in environmental modeling where, e.g., model composition is used
to generate large scale predictions by combining geographical interpolation models
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with phenomenological models developed in the lab. An approximate approach is de-
veloped to obtain estimates of the quantities of interest with quantified uncertainties.
This leverages the analytical moments of a Gaussian process with uncertain inputs
when squared exponential and polynomial kernels are used. The StackedGP can be
extended to any number of nodes and layers and has no restriction in selecting a
suitable kernel for the input nodes.
The numerical results show the utility of using StackedGP to learn from multiple
datasets and propagate the uncertainty to quantities of interest. While it is not
specifically designed to model correlations between secondary and primary responses,
StackedGP can be used to enhance the prediction of primary responses by creating
an intermediate layer of predictions of secondary responses. This comes with a lower
computational complexity as compared with multi-output methods - and can make
use of off-the-shelves Gaussian processes. While in the current work we assume that
outputs of intermediate layers are independent and resolve this using independent
component analysis preprocessing, we plan to extend our derivation to account for
these correlations in the next chapter. This will allow multi-output models to act
as nodes in the proposed StackedGP. Along with the independence assumption, the
other drawback of the proposed uncertainty propagation algorithm is the Gaussian
assumption of the predictive distribution. While this is motivated using maximum-
entropy principle in a multi-step prediction setting it overestimates the predicted
uncertainty.
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Chapter 3
Stacked Models in Environmental Science
applications
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we extend the StackedGP introduced in the previous chapter to calcu-
late the analytical covariance of quantity of interest at different inputs. To emphasis
the importance of this work, we use our framework to predict the geographical con-
centration of aflatoxin which it is one of enviromental challanging problem. United
States is one of the worldwide corn producers with more than 87 million acres har-
vested (USDA, NASS, Crop Production 2016 Summary, Jan.12, 2017). Every year
the quality of the corn is impacted by mycotoxins, a group of natural toxins syn-
thesized by an array of fungal pathogens [156, 37]. The carcinogenic mycotoxin,
aflatoxin, has been linked to liver cancer in humans and variety of animal species
and costs more than $500 million to US agriculture annually [103, 152, 91]. While
most of the aflatoxin contamination issues associated with the post-harvest period
in the U.S. can be controlled with expensive testing, a systematic and economical
approach is lacking to determine how the pre-harvest aflatoxin risk adversely affects
crop producers as aflatoxin is virtually unobservable on a geographical and temporal
scale. As a result, predictive models are required to produce real-time pre-harvest
mycotoxin risk maps to guide farmers on the best time to harvest and agricultural
inspectors on the location of aflatoxin hotspots. Providing such statistical models and
risk maps are beneficial tools for dealing with the lack of sufficient regional fine-scale
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data [123, 78].
The novelty of the work is two fold. First, the proposed aflatoxin prediction
model extends the model developed by Li et. al [75] using a novel framework to
obtain expectations of stacked Gaussian processes [4]. We proposed three stacked
Gaussian processes to model temperature, water activity, and daily aflatoxin using
data collected from different literature studies and weather stations. The model
predictions are validated both at the Gaussian process component level and at the
system level for the entire stacked Gaussian process using historical field data from
three different US states: IN, IA, and NC. Second, a novel derivation is introduced
to calculate the analytical covariance of aflatoxin production at two geographical
locations. Similar with kriging/Gaussian process, this is used to predict aflatoxin
at unobserved locations using measurements at nearby locations but with the prior
mean and covariance provided by the stacked Gaussian process.
The stacked Gaussian process (StackedGP) introduced by Li et. al [75] to predict
aflatoxin concentration in South Carolina has several limitations that are addressed by
the current work. First, the aflatoxin expectations at various geographical locations in
the previous paper were obtained using sampling, which is computationally expensive.
In this work, we obtain first and second order moments of the StackedGP prediction
analytically using the novel framework that we have previously introduced [4]. The
general StackedGP [4] has been used in a number of environmental science problems
and its Python package is available online 1. Second, a novel derivation is introduced
to analytically obtain the correlations between predictions at different geographical
locations, which is used to update the predictions of StackedGP using field mea-
surements. Finally, in the current work we have used multiple sources of aflatoxin
production data [39, 31, 47, 3] to improve the accuracy of the StackedGP prediction.
There are several studies for modeling the aflatoxin production with respect to the
1https://bitbucket.org/uqlab/stackedgp
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environmental conditions [95, 23, 96, 86], but the resources are rather scarce when it
comes to model real-time aflatoxin production at various geographical locations that
can be updated using field measurements. To our knowledge, this is the first study
that shows a framework for spatial prediction of aflatoxin with field data updating
mechanism. This study can be easily extended to include other environmental factors
in modeling aflatoxin or it can be extended to model other mycotoxins.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed method-
ology for modeling daily aflatoxin. Section 2 has several subsections to describe each
part of the StackedGP model. Section 3, validates the aflatoxin StackedGP prediction
using different validation steps. Section 4 shows the numerical results for the prior
prediction maps for South Carolina. It also shows how to update these probabilis-
tic maps using field measurements and the newly derived covariance matrix between
various spatial locations. Section 5 concludes the study.
3.2 Methodology
The biosynthesis of aflatoxin is strongly influenced by several intrinsic and extrinsic
factors such as pH, atmosphere composition, interaction among species, and substrate
composition. However among all of these, the temperature (t) and water activity (w)
are the most critical environmental factors for fungal growth and for aflatoxin pro-
duction [72, 115, 95, 96, 34, 105, 93]. Similar with model coupling in agricultural
systems [36, 63], the aflatoxin production is modeled as a stochastic process, specifi-
cally Gaussian process (GP) [111], with water-activity and temperature as inputs to
this model.To obtain the water content of corn kernels for a certain day, we use a
second GP that maps the number of days elapsed starting from the silking date to
water-activity values. To obtain daily temperatures at various locations we need to
use interpolation methods [129, 30]. Therefore, we propose a third GP sub-model to
map a geographical location (longitude, latitude) to daily temperature. These three
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GPs are finally stacked to predict the daily aflatoxin concentration for a specific day
and location coordinate as shown in Fig. 3.1. All GPs use squared exponential ker-
nel. For GP with squared exponential kernel, all the hyper-parameters are calculated
analytically by maximizing the marginal likelihood using the parameters. Also, the
optimizer such as stochastic gradient descent is used to find the initial of the param-
eters and iterate until find minimum errors. In additions, according to work done in
ref [4], the final prediction can be calculated analytically for stackedGP using kernels
such as squared exponential kernel, linear kernel, and polynomial kernel. So, we can
calculate the final output analytically which is not available feature comparing to
other kernels such as Matern. On counter of Poly and Linear, as squared exponential
kernel enforces “locally smooth” with high probability; i.e., the values of nearby func-
tions are highly correlated, and the correlation decreases as a function of distance in
the input space [111]. We believe this is the case when we map the aflatoxin on wider
geographical area such as SC state.
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Figure 3.1: StackedGP: The figure shows how the three sub-models are connected
together to predict daily aflatoxin production at a particular location (xi and yi) and
for a particular day (di).
In the following sub-sections, each GP model is introduced and the last subsec-
tion presents the final analytical expectations including the newly derived covariance
matrix of StackedGP predictions.
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3.2.1 Water Activity Modeling
The water-activity values refer to the amount of freely available water in a sub-
strate. The water activity values range from 0 (very dry kernels) to 1.0 (highly
watery kernels) [3]. In the beginning the maize kernels tend to be highly watery until
about 38% of grain moisture, which corresponds to an almost constant water-activity
w = 1.0. The water-activity starts to decrease only after this maturation level as
shown in Fig. 3.2. This means that the maize kernels hold the water until late in the
maturation phase which provides a suitable environment for microbial growth until
harvest [85].
Figure 3.2: Water-activity data from two sites [85] and mean prediction of water-
activity GP.
Several models have been reported to mathematically describe the water activ-
ity in foods [41]. Here, we model the water-activity w as a Gaussian process with
maturation days d, see Fig. 3.3.
wi = hi(di) + wi
where wi ∼ N(0, σ2w) and h(d) ∼ GP (0, kw) is modeled as Gaussian process with
zero mean and kw(di, dj) = φ2w exp {−θd(di − dj)2} is the kernel function.
Given the training data w = (w1, . . . , wn) and a new maturation day d∗, the
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Figure 3.3: GP regression model for daily water-activity
predicted mean µw∗ and variance σ2w∗ of water-activity is obtained as follows [?]:
µw∗ = E [w∗|w, d∗] = KTwC−1w w (3.1)
σ2w∗ = Var (w∗|w, d∗) = kw(d∗, d∗) + σ2w −KTwC−1w Kw
= φ2w + σ2w −KTwC−1w Kw
Here, C−1w is the inverse covariance matrix of water-activity training data. The pa-
rameters of this water-activity sub-model are φw, σw, and θd and are obtained by opti-
mizing the log-likelihood function with respect to water-activity data ln p(w|d, φ2w, θd)
where w is the output water-activity and d is the input days.
3.2.2 Temperature Interpolation
The temperature is one of the major factors that affects aflatoxin production. We
use NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center2 to obtain daily temperature readings
for different geographical locations. A similar methodology as described in the pre-
vious section will be used here to model the daily temperature as a function of crop
location using a Gaussian process. Namely, the temperature is modeled as a noise
contaminated function g(x, y), where (x, y) are the latitude and longitude coordinates
of the corn field.
The Gaussian process regression model for daily temperature data is shown in
Fig.3.4. Let t denotes temperature and let (x, y) denote the latitude and longitude
coordinate of the crop field. Let Es = (t1, . . . , tn) be temperature training data and
2NOAA-NCDC: http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov
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Figure 3.4: GP regression model for daily temperature
t∗ be the predicted value of temperature for a new location (x∗, y∗). The temperature
at a particular location is given by
ti = gi(xi, yi) + ti ,
The index i represents the value of the function g for the corresponding ith coor-
dinate and ti is a Gaussian noise with variance σ2t . The Gaussian process prior over
the function g has zero mean and covariance function kt, g(x, y) ∼ GP (0, kt). The
covariance function for this model is given by
kt((xi, yi)T , (xj, yj)T ) = φ2t exp
{
−θx(xi − xj)2 − θy(yi − yj)2
}
.
The parameters φ2t , θx, θy are obtained by maximizing the log-likelihood function
with respect to daily temperature data, ln p(Es|x,y, φ2t , θx, θy) given Es is the output
temperature and (x,y) are input location. Given a new location (x∗, y∗), the predicted
temperature is normally distributed with the following mean and variance:
t∗ ∼ N
(
µt∗ , σ
2
t∗
)
where
µt∗ = E[t∗|Es, (x∗, y∗)] = KTt C−1t Es (3.2)
σ2t∗ = Var (t∗|Es, (x∗, y∗))
= kt
(
(x∗, y∗)T , (x∗, y∗)T
)
+ σ2t −KTt C−1t Kt
= φ2t + σ2t −KTt C−1t Kt
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Figure 3.5: Mean prediction of temperature GP for two different regions in SC for
the same day (June 15th 2012).
3.2.3 Daily Aflatoxin Production Modeling
Since aflatoxin production is a non negative quantity afl(t, w) ≥ 0, instead of directly
modeling the production, we have modeled the log of production a = ln(afl) as a
noise contaminated unknown function f(t, w) ∼ GP(0, ka) with Gaussian process
prior with zero mean and covariance function ka([ti, wi]T , [tj, wj]T ), see Fig. 3.6.
ai = fi(ti, wi) + ai (3.3)
Here, the index i represents the value of the function f for the corresponding ith
temperature, water activity, and the normally distributed noise ai has zero mean
and variance σ2a . To handle the zero-information, we add a jitter value (very small
positive value 1e-8 to the aflatoxin) to the data to be able to apply the log function
and at the same time we still keep the relative information of the different points
comparable. The covariance function used in this study is given by the following
squared exponential kernel function,
ka([ti, wi]T ,[Tj, awj ]T ) = φ2a exp
(
− θt(ti − tj)2 − θw(wi − wj)2
)
where φ2a, θt, and θw are hyper-parameters, which are obtained by maximizing the
log-likelihood function ln p(a|Es,w, φ2a, θt, θw), given a is the log of aflatoxin, w is
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water-activity, and Es is the temperature.
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Figure 3.6: GP regression model for aflatoxin production
Wet-lab data from four different studies [39, 31, 47, 3] is used to train the GP.
Table 3.1 shows the statistics of the data used in this work.
Table 3.1: Summary statistics of aflatoxin production(ng/g) wet-lab data as a func-
tion of water activity w and temperature t(◦C).Column Days reflect the number of
days for incubation for each experiment.
T (◦C) w Days AF (min/max) # of points Ref.
25,35 0.95 3-12 110/1800 20 [39]
16,25 0.9,0.95,0.98 12 0/1020 6 [31]
20,25,30 0.9,0.95,0.98 14 411/3096 5 [47]
20,25,30,35,37,40,42 0.9,0.95,0.99 9 0/3960 21 [3]
After parameters are learned, the Gaussian process model can be used to make
predictions for arbitrary temperatures and water activities. The probability distribu-
tion of natural logarithm of daily aflatoxin production at a given temperature t∗ and
water activity w∗ is normally distributed with mean µ∗a and variance σ2a.
µa(t∗, w∗) = kTaC−1a a (3.4)
σ2a(t∗, w∗) = ka([t∗, w∗]T , [t∗, w∗]T ) + σ2a − kTaC−1a ka
The elements of the vector a are given by training data points summarized in
Table 3.1. The vector ka has elements ka([t∗, w∗]T , [ti, wi]T ), and the elements of the
covariance matrix Ca are given by evaluating the covariance functions at all combi-
nations of the N th observed temperatures and water activities as given in Table 3.1.
Fig. 3.7 shows the contour plot of mean predictions of aflatoxin GP for log of aflatoxin.
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Figure 3.7: Mean prediction of aflatoxin GP.
Given that the log of aflatoxin, a(t, w), is normally distributed, the aflatoxin
production, afl(t, w) = exp [a(t, w)], is log-normally distributed and its mean µafl
and variance σ2afl can be obtained as follows:
µafl = E[afl|t, w] = eµa+0.5σ2a (3.5)
σ2afl = V ar[afl|t, w] = [eσ
2
a − 1]e2µa+σ2a (3.6)
where µa and σa can be found from the output of the probabilistic Gaussian process
in Eq. 3.4 which models the log of aflatoxin production.
3.2.4 StackedGP and Analytical Expectations
By combining the previous three GPs, we obtain a StackedGP for predicting aflatoxin
production for a particular day and corn location as shown in Fig. 3.1. In this stacked
model, the maturation day and field location is passed at the top of the model and
the final prediction is achieved through two layers of Gaussian processes. In the first
layer, the model predicts the temperature based on the planting locations and water-
activity based on the maturation day as described in the previous sections. In the
second layer, the aflatoxin production is estimated based on the outputs from the
first layer. Since the predictions of all these GP models are probabilistic, we need to
propagate the uncertainty through the StackedGP. While the distribution of the final
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aflatoxin prediction is non-Gaussian, its first two central moments can be analytically
obtained [4].
Mean. The analytical mean, E[a∗|a, (x∗, y∗), d∗] in Eq. 3.7, of this new hier-
archical model given a new locations (x∗, y∗) and maturation day d∗ can be derived
using the total law of expectation, EY [X] = EY [E[X|Y ]]. We denote the input of the
StackedGP by z∗ = [x∗, y∗, d∗] and the intermediate predictions bym∗ = [t∗, w∗]. By
applying the generalized mean equation 2.22, the final expression for the mean can
be given as
E[a∗|a, z∗] =
φ2aa
T
√√√√ (1/(2θt))
σ2t∗ + (1/(2θt))
· (1/(2θw))
σ2w∗ + (1/(2θw))
×
n∑
i=1
C−1a (, i)vi
(3.7)
where
vi = exp
{
− (ti − µt∗)
2
2(σ2t∗ + 1/(2θt))
− (wi − µw∗)
2
2(σ2w∗ + 1/(2θw))
}
and a = {ai}ni=1, Es = {ti}ni=1, andw = {wi}ni=1 are the training data to the aflatoxin
Gaussian process sub-model with covariance matrix C−1a . The parameters φa, σa, θt,
and θw are obtained by optimizing the sub-models independently as described in the
previous sections. Moreover, µt∗ , σ2t∗ , µw∗ , and σ2w∗ are the predicted means and
variances from water-activity and temperature sub-models as given in Eqs 3.1 and
4.1.
Note that the predicted mean of the stacked model has the same form as the
standard GP but with a different “kernel” evaluation vi which measures the similar-
ity between the training data ti, wi and the predicted means µt∗ , µw∗ while accounting
for the intermediate uncertainties σ2t∗ , σ2w∗ . When we have zero intermediate uncer-
tainties, we obtain a common product of RBF kernels leading to the same aflatoxin
concentration as training data. However, the larger the input uncertainty for a tem-
perature or water activity the lower the similarity on that particular dimension.
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Variance. The variance Var (a∗|a, z∗) of the stacked model given a new locations
(x∗, y∗) and maturation day d∗ is obtained by the law of total variance as shown in
Eq. 3.8. By applying the generalized mean equation 2.24, the final expression for the
mean can be given as
Var (a∗|a, z∗) = φ2a + σ2a + aTC−1a ΣKC−1a a
− φ4a
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
C−1a (i, j)
√√√√ 1/(4θt)
1/(4θt) + σ2t∗
√√√√ 1/(4θw)
1/(4θw) + σ2w∗
× exp

−θt(ti − tj)
2
2 −
[(ti + tj)/2− µt∗ ]2
2 (1/(4θt) + σ2t∗)
−
θw(wi − wj)2
2 −
[(wi + wi)/2− µw∗ ]2
2 (1/(4θw) + σ2w∗)
 .
(3.8)
where ΣK is defined in the appendix. The variance formula also reflects that the
uncertainty coming from temperature and water activity are propagated to aflatoxin
prediction, increasing its uncertainty. For temperature and water-activity with no
uncertainty, we get standard GP predictions for aflatoxin.
Equations 3.7 and 3.8 show how to predict the mean and variance of log of the
daily aflatoxin production for a particular location and day as described in Algorithm
2. The output of these equations are considered prior predictions given the knowledge
that we have about aflatoxin.
Algorithm 2 Prediction of aflatoxin production given maturation day and field
location
Require: Corn field location x∗, y∗, and maturation day of d
1: Given a maturation day d determine water activity w∗ ∼ N (µw(k∗), σ2w(d∗)+σ2w),
where µw and σ2w are shown in Eqs.3.1.
2: Given a new latitude and longitude coordinate (x∗, y∗), determine the tempera-
ture t∗ ∼ N (µt(x∗, y∗), σ2t (x∗, y∗) + σ2t), where µt and σ2t are shown in Eqs.4.1.
3: a∗ ∼ N (µa(t∗, w∗), σ2a(t∗, w∗) + σ2a), where µa and σ2a are given by Eqs. 3.7 and
3.8 respectively.
4: E[afl] and V ar[afl] are calculated using Eqs 3.5 and 3.6.
Covariance. To update these predictions given a field measurement of aflatoxin,
we need to derive the analytical covariance matrix of the stacked Gaussian processes
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between different locations. The covariance of the stacked model can be analytically
calculated using the law of total covariance as provided in equation 2.33.
The covariance in Eq. 2.33 shows how aflatoxin production at two different geo-
graphical locations are correlated. Given a new field measurement, a∗2, we can update
the mean and variance of aflatoxin production, a∗1, at the other location by simply
conditioning the resulted multivariate Gaussian distribution.
E(a∗1|a∗2) = µ1 + Σ11Σ−122 (a∗2 − µ2)
var(a∗1|a∗2) = Σ11 − Σ12Σ−122 Σ21
Here, Σ12 = Σ21 are given by Eq. 2.33 and µ1, µ2, Σ11 and Σ22 are prior means
and variances at the two locations given by Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8.
3.3 Numerical Results - Validation
StackedGP model predictions are validated both at the Gaussian process component
level and at the system level for the entire stacked Gaussian process using historical
field data. For the water-activity GP, we have split the data collected by [85] into
70 − 30% training and testing sets. The water-activity GP achieves a root mean
square error (RMSE) of 0.03, which is no bigger than 3.5% when compared with the
absolute values greater than 0.85 that impact aflatoxin production. Similarly, for
the aflatoxin GP, we split the data in Table 3.1 into 70% training and 30% testing
sets. The GP achives an RMSE of 0.72, which is considered in the acceptable range
(0.1− 0.85) by [72].
Finally, to validate the predictions of the StackedGP we are using field data from
three different studies as shown in Table 3.2. For each study, we collect the weather
data related to its state and year. Then, we sampled the most active planting/har-
vesting period that reported in USDA report [137]. Finally, we accumulate aflatoxin
production starting from silking stage. The beginning of silking stage is estimated to
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be around 70 days after the seeding date [1, 2, 53] The data reported in these studies
is binary in nature indicating whether the readings are over the critical human con-
sumption threshold of 20ppb as required by the Food and Drug Administration 3. As
a result, we convert StackedGP continuous predictions to probabilities of productions
greater than 20ppb by passing them through a Bayesian logistic transformation as
follows.
p(afl > 20ppb) =
∫
σ(afl − 20)N (afl|µafl, σ2afl)dafl (3.9)
Equation 10 shows the predictive probability distribution of Bayesian logistic
regression for aflatoxin productions greater than 20 ppb which it is obtained by
marginalizing with respect to the predicted Gaussian distribution N (afl|µafl, σ2afl),
given the probability density function is sigmoid function σ(afl − 20). This in-
tegration can be approximated as p(afl > 20ppb) = σ
(
k(σ2afl)(µafl − 20)
)
where
k(σ2afl) = (1 + piσ2afl/8)−1/2 and σ(a) = 1/1 + exp(−a) as derived in ref [13]. Note
that even though the daily aflatoxin prediction is log-normally distributed, the cu-
mulative aflatoxin in Eq. 3.9 is obtained as the sum of daily aflatoxin predictions
between silking and harvesting date. Thus, since daily predictions are considered
independent, by the central limit theorem, the accumulated aflatoxin is normally
distributed as shown in Eq. 3.9.
To check whether the field data is likely to have been generated by our model we
apply a hypothesis testing as described in Algorithm 3. The results corresponding
to the three states are shown in Table 3.2 and are significant at 0.05 level, providing
confidence in StackedGP predictions.
3U.S. FDA action levels for aflatoxin-contaminated corn: http://www.in.gov/isda/files/
Aflatoxin_Action_Levels.pdf
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Algorithm 3 Validation of StackedGP predictions.
Require: Data in Table 3.2 and the weather data for each state at their specific
year.
1: Calculate aflatoxin predictions using the StackedGP as described in Algorithm 2.
2: Calculate the probability that StackedGP predictions are greater than 20ppb.
• Obtain the mean and variance of daily aflatoxin productions afli using
Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6
• Calculate the mean µafl and variance σ2afl of cumulative aflatoxin by adding
the daily means and variances
• p(afl > 20ppb) = σ
(
k(σ2afl)(µafl − 20)
)
where k(σ2afl) = (1 + piσ2afl/8)−1/2
and σ(a) = 1/1 + exp(−a).
3: Calculate log-likelihood of field dataD under the model: loglikelihood = ∑Ni (Di∗
probi + (1−Di) ∗ (1− probi)) where N is number of training points.
4: Generating 100000 random samples of synthetic data by coin flip and calculate
their respective log-likelihood.
5: Calculate the p− value under the empirical distribution of the log-likelihood.
Table 3.2: Aflatoxin field measurements from three different states (IA 1983,IN 1983,
NC 1978).
State Year Points Ref P-value
IA 1983 98 [118] 0.02
IN 1983 66 [136] 0.046
NC 1978 54 [64] 0.005
3.4 Numerical Results - Prediction and Update
Our first target in this study is to generate a set of heat maps to reflect the high
aflatoxin concentration areas in South Carolina. Second, using field measurements we
update these prior predictions to obtain posterior predictions using the newly derived
covariance matrix between spatial locations. Finally, we discuss the flexibility of our
StackedGP framework which can be easily extended using Bayesian optimization to
guiding field data collection.
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3.4.1 Prior predictions
To make aflatoxin predictions over South Carolina using the proposed StackedGP,
we have divided the state into regions of 0.5 degree latitude and 1.0 degree longitude
and trained a StackedGP for each region. This splitting is motivated by the local
nature of temperature interpolation and at the same time reduces the computational
cost of the covariance matrix.
The corn planting/harvesting dates are set to be the middle of April to the be-
ginning of August which corresponds to the most active growing season in SC. The
accumulated predicted mean and standard deviation (std) for the year 2012 are shown
in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 where 40, 000 uniformly sampled predictions have been used to
generate the two heat maps.
Figure 3.8: Aflatoxin Concentration in SC
The maps show variations in aflatoxin mean ranging from 40 to 100ppb with stan-
dard deviation between 7 to 15. The gradient of aflatoxin concentrations shown in
these maps corresponds to the temperature gradient in South Carolina 4. These prior
predictions depend on our knowledge of aflatoxin production from wet-lab experi-
ments and environmental data collected across the state. However, we can update
these prior prediction using field measurements of aflatoxin concentrations.
4http://dnr.sc.gov/climate/sco/ClimateData/cli_sc_climate.php
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Figure 3.9: Prior STD prediction
3.4.2 Measurement update
Figure 3.10: Prior Mean and STD for one zone.
As we divide SC into zones, let us focus on one zone to see how can we update the
prior predictions. Without loss of the generality, we select the zone with (33.8, 34.3)
latitude and (−81.8,−80.8) longitude. The predicted prior mean and std of this zone
is shown in Figs. 3.10. Any observed aflatoxin data can be used to update StackedGP
prior predictions. Here, we use data reported by Neogen 5 with an aflatoxin concen-
tration of 150ppb at 33.85 latitude and −81.2 longitude. The posterior mean and std
corresponding to this measurement are shown in Fig. 3.11.
Given this field measurement, the posterior mean increases because of the high
value of the observed data and the posterior std decreases as expected given the
additional data. This updating mechanism can be used to sequentially update the
5Neogen Corp. is an international food safety company that provides test kits and relevant
products to detect dangerous substances in food. http://www.neogen.com/en/
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Figure 3.11: Conditionally updated Mean and STD.
predictions maps as more field measurements are collected. This provides an opportu-
nity to use StackedGP with powerful tools such as Bayesian optimization to identify
areas of high aflatoxin incidence that can be targeted by agricultural inspectors.
For example, one can compute the expected improvement (EI) acquisition function
to point out the areas of maximum aflatoxin concentration [62]. Thus, given the
predicted prior mean and std as shown in Figs. 3.10, we can use calculate the EI map
in Fig. 3.12 given the following acquisition function:
aEI(x) = (µ(x)− fT )Φ(fT ;µ(x),K(x, x)) +K(x, x)N (fT ;µ(x),K(x, x))
Here, Φ and N are cumulative distribution function and probability distribution
function of the standard normal distribution. The expected improvement has two
components. The first term increases with the mean function µ(x), while the second
term increases with the variance K(x, x). EI encodes a trade off between exploitation
(evaluating at points with high mean) and exploration (evaluating at points with high
uncertainty).
The EI map shows the locations where it is expected to see higher concentrations
of aflatoxin, which can be a valuable tool to state departments of agriculture for
targeted inspections and outreach to farmers to mitigate this risk.
3.5 Conclusion
An analytical stacked Gaussian process (StackedGP) framework is introduced to pre-
dict aflatoxin concentrations with quantified uncertainties. Temperature and water-
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Figure 3.12: Acquisition function
activity inputs are modeled using stochastic Gaussian processes to drive the aflatoxin
Gaussian process. The proposed StackedGP can be easily extended to integrate
other environmental data such as precipitations and humidity. The expectations of
aflatoxin predictions are obtained using an analytical scheme to propagate the un-
certainty through the stacked Gaussian process. The model predictions are validated
both at the Gaussian process component level and at the system level for the entire
stacked Gaussian process using historical field data from three different states.
The analytical framework is extended using a new derivation for the covariance
of StackedGP between different geographical locations. This helps with updating the
prior predictions of StackedGP using field measurements, and provides the opportu-
nity to couple StackedGP with Bayesian optimization techniques to identify regions
where to obtain new field measurements. Thus, the proposed predictive framework
can be expanded to address the real-time monitoring of a wide variety of mycotoxins
in crops.
The information generated by the aflatoxin StackedGP can be used to design a
sustainable crop management by reducing the amount of chemicals used to grow the
crops. Moreover, while hazard maps for aflatoxin and other mycotoxins occurrence
are important to crop producers, they are also of interest to other stakeholders such
as consumers, dairy farms, regulators, and insurers to enhance their decision making.
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Hence, we envision that this predictive framework will be of relevance to a broader
community. One of our future plan is to build an end user interface for this model to
facilitate the user interface. Also, we will consider the managing of the chemicals in
our future plans and apply the model to other crops.
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Chapter 4
Stacked Models in Chemical applications
4.1 Introduction
Catalyst is defined as a substance that increases the rate of a chemical reaction
without itself undergoing any permanent chemical change. Through the chemical
reactions, the input chemicals (reactants) can be transformed to the target output
chemicals (products). Catalysis play an important role in different large markets
such as production of methanol and ammonia. Catalysis production market itself can
reach up to $13 billion as in 2008 with 80% of the total of the chemical industry [22].
Therefore, companies and researcher pay attention to market development. A new
and improved catalyst can differentiate between two competitive companies in terms
of cost and production rate. Therefore, selection of the right catalyst or discovery of
new one is very active and important research field for the chemical industry.
There are three different types for catalysts: enzymatic, homogeneous, and het-
erogeneous [77, 151, 25]. Enzyme catalysis is the increase in the rate of a chemical
reaction by the active site of a protein. In recent decades, the field of bioengineering
has focused on harnessing enzymatic catalysts for production of pharmaceuticals and
other chemicals. Homogeneous catalysts are a chemical species that exist in the same
phase as their reactants and products. It has been used in a number of industrial
reactions, such as manufacture of ethane and the oxidation of toluene to benzoic acid.
On the other hand, heterogeneous catalysts are materials that exist in a different
phase from the reactants/products of the reactions they catalyze. They are considered
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as one of the preferred catalytic type because its ability to be separated easily from the
products of the chemical reaction [88, 7, 27, 71]. They contributes in many chemical
applications such as production of ammonia and methanol synthesis.
Heterogeneous catalysts have several subclasses such as transition-metals,
transition-metal compounds (oxides, carbides, sulfides, oxides, etc.), zeolites, and
metal-organic frameworks. Each one of these subclasses have its pros and cons [88,
7, 71]. However, from a scientific standpoint transition metals represent one of the
simplest classes of heterogeneous catalyst, and are hence an excellent starting point
for developing a firm fundamental understanding. In additions, transition-metal cat-
alysts have been considered in different industries.Therefore, studying such catalysts
will have a positive economical and social impact.
In chemical interactions, the adsorption energy is a term that is used to describe
the strength of the interaction of molecules with the surface. Two different method-
ologies that are used to measure the adsorption energy, empirically using advanced
surface science techniques [128, 17, 49] and computational methods such as density
functional theory (DFT) [100, 52, 48, 104]
In additions, the transition state is the point where there is a maximum value of
energy as shown in figure 4.1. This energy is also called the activation energy ∆Ea
where two or more molecules are mixed by hit the each other. If they hit with enough
energy to go through the transition state, they will react and form new molecules.
At the transition state, new bonds are formed while the old ones are broken. It
is very difficult to study a transition state. This is because it is so high in energy
that the molecules will stay in that form for a very short period of time, usually
femtoseconds. Studying transition states is very important to understand reaction
mechanisms. There are theories and computer programs that can be used to calculate
how the transition state looks like.
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Figure 4.1: This figure shows The activation barrier (∆Ea), reaction energy (∆Erxn)
and transition-state energy (ETS) for some hypothetical process AB → A+B [89]
Computational catalyst screening typically involves developing a microkinetic re-
action model whose parameters are determined from transition-state theory with the
(free) energies of all adsorbates and transition-states can in principle be determined
from density functional theory (DFT) calculations [150, 87]. The computational effort
can become very large when the goal is screening of tens or hundreds of possible active
site structures. A particular burden is the computation of transition state energies
given that the identification of transition states is computationally about one order
of magnitude more time intensive than the computation of ground states and that
a reaction network generally consist of many more reactions (i.e, transition states)
than surface intermediates (i.e, ground states). Particularly for biomass conversion
reactions, the reaction network is often very complex and it is challenging to a prior
identify dominant reaction pathways and key reaction states.
To reduce the computational cost in transition state calculations, linear scaling re-
lations, such as Bronsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) [16] and transition state scaling (TSS)
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relations have been developed to correlate the activation energy and transition state
energy to the reaction energy and product energy, respectively [138, 143, 141, 142].
Despite the great success of these linear relations in predicting transition state en-
ergies of methane and methanol dissociation on different single metal and bimetallic
surfaces [38, 40], ammonia decomposition on various mono- and bi-metallic transi-
tion metal surfaces [153, 122], synthesis gas conversion on fcc(111) transition-metal
surfaces [119] and other hydrocarbons dehydrogenation, C-C and C-O bond scission
reactions on close-packed transition metal surfaces [76, 117, 154], the applicability of
these relations in more complex systems, such as biomass hydrodeoxygenation, is still
unknown [51, 143, 35, 69, 155].
The pipeline that is usually used for predicting the production rate (also know
as turn-over-frequency TOF) is shown in figure 4.2. The first step is to get the
DFT calculations for adsorption energies. Then, apply learning models to scale these
energies to a different catalyst metal. Then, apply some other learning models to
calculate the transition state energies (activation energies). Finally, apply the micro-
kinetic models to get the TOF. By applying such pipeline, we can directly calculate
the TOF as a function in metal descriptors as shown in figure 4.4.
The main goal from this work is first to study the modeling of transition-state ener-
gies and find the most suitable models and descriptors in case of propionic Acid shown
in figure 4.3 using different catalysts(Palladium (PD_111), Platinum (PT_111),
Nickel (NI_111), Ruthenium (RU_0001), and Rhodium (RH_111)) .Second, study
the stacked models as a solution for this system and investigate how much this frame-
work can improve rather than the linear systems. Currently, We analyze the transition
state energies for 234 hydrogenation/dehydrogenation reactions of atoms and simple
molecules using Density Functional Theory. Linear energy scaling relations are ob-
served for the transition state structures leading to transition state scaling relations
for all the investigated reactions.
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Figure 4.2: TOF pipeline using linear scaling models.
Figure 4.3: Propionic Acid Structure
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Figure 4.4: TOF
4.2 Modeling Transition-State energies
In this section, we study various descriptors for modeling transition state energies
(TS) including conventional descriptors such as reaction energies and dissociated
product energies as well as adsorption energies of other surface intermediates and
information related to the chemical bonding in the surface species that are the
reactants and products of elementary surface reactions. We consider a database
consisting of the most stable ground state adsorption energies (without zero point
correction) of a group of intermediate species and transition states from the hy-
drodeoxygenation of propionic acid on six different closed-packed metal surfaces (Ni,
Pt, Pd, Ru, Rh, Cu) [80, 83, 12, 82, 81]. We analyzed more than 1330 descriptors
combinations with a linear model to see if there is a specific combination that
can achieve a significant difference to the commonly used descriptors in BEP and
transition state scaling [6, 108, 131]. Also, we compare these linear models with
and without regularizations (L2 norm) [18] with the best descriptors to non-linear
models. Following previous studies [116] on predicting thermodynamic properties
of chemical compound, we considered non-linear kernel regression models such as
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support vector regression (SVR) [125], Gaussian process (GP) [110], and kernel
ridge regression (KRR) [97]. In this way, we study if there is a significant difference
between different regression models. Furthermore, there are different ways to
train these models based on grouping the reaction steps, either train a model per
reaction step, i.e., no data grouping, train a model per cleavage which groups the
reaction steps based on their cleavage type, or train one model for all reaction
steps,i.e., one group. Therefore, we analyzed if there is a significant difference
between various data grouping approaches. Finally, we studied the robustness
of all of these models when removing information about some elementary steps
from the training dataset which will be very useful for reactions involving a very
large reaction network where we can not have information for all elementary reactions.
4.2.1 One-step approach (no grouping):
Similar to the most common approach, we apply various predictive models based on
linear and non-linear techniques to model the transition state energy of each step.
Given six metals and 39 TS steps for each metal, we use one predictive model per
TS step to be trained on 5 metals and tested to predict the TS energy of the sixth
metal. Similar to the work by Chowdhury et al. [24], we use metal descriptors (such
as EH , EC , EO, EOH , ECH3CH) and bond counts of species (such as the bond count
of reactant Br) to describe the variabilities of the transition state (TS) energies. In
addition, we consider other descriptors such as the adsorption energy of the reactant
(Er), sum of adsorption energies of the products (sP = Ep1 + Ep2), and reaction
energies (Er−sP ) (see SI for more details). Except when otherwise specified, the TS
energies we aim to predict in this work are free energies calculated at a temperature
of 473 K such that the results can directly be used in a microkinetic model. Then,
we calculate the mean absolute error (MAE) and its standard deviation (STD) over
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Table 4.1: Average MAE (in eV) and STD for different models and groupings of data
over six different metals (predicting data on the sixth metal from data of the other
five).
App. Model Desc. MAE STD
One-step Ridge Er,ECH3CH 0.201 0.169
One-step Linear Er 0.298 0.344
One-step Linear sP 0.276 0.239
One-step BEP Er − sP 0.244 0.241
Per-cleavage GP-Matern Ep1, Br,Bp2, EC , EO, EH 0.176 0.162
Per-cleavage GP-RBF sP,Br,ECHCHCO 0.201 0.178
One-model BEP Er − sP 0.267 0.184
One-model GP-Matern-ard sP,Bp1, Bp2, EC , EO 0.169 0.145
One-model Ridge Er 0.322 0.278
One-model Linear Er,Ep1, Ep2, Br,Bp1, ECH3CH 0.189 0.165
all steps and metals. We found that the best model is linear with L2 regularization
using Er,Ep1, Ep2, Br − Bp1, EOH , ECH3CH as descriptors with MAE = 0.179 eV
and STD = 0.157 eV where Br is the reactant bond count and Bp1 is the bond count
of the bigger product species as shown in Table 4.1 (more details shown in Table S1,
Table S5 and Figure S3 in the SI).
We have looked at all the models that lead to no statistically significant difference
in results than the best one (using p-value < 0.05). There are 835 different linear/non-
linear models that are not significantly different from the best one. Among these best
models, linear models can achieve this with the smallest number of descriptors. Only
two descriptors, the adsorption energy of the reactant Er and the adsorption energy
of CH3CH as metal descriptor, are needed for a regularized linear model to achieve a
MAE = 0.201 eV and STD = 0.169 eV. On the other hand, all of these best models
are significantly different from the linear scaling method with Er as descriptor which
achieves MAE = 0.298 eV and STD = 0.344 eV (shown in Table S6 in the SI) and
the linear scaling method with sP as descriptor which achieves MAE = 0.276 eV
and STD = 0.240 eV (shown in Table S7 in the SI). We also trained the data using
the BEP model (Er − sP ) and the results show a MAE and STD of 0.244 eV and
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.5: Predicted energy (after referencing) vs actual energy (after referencing)
for modeling the TS energy using the one-step approach for the prediction of the
TS energies on Ni(111). Figures (a), (b), and (c) show how linear scaling models
behave with simple descriptors such as Er (energy of reactant), sP (energy of sum
of products), or Er − sP respectively. Figure (d) illustrates how the regularization
reduces the MAE from 0.311 eV in Figure (a) to 0.221 eV. The addition of a metal
descriptor such as ECH3CH improves the results as shown in (e). Figure (f) shows the
best model (lowest MAE) using the one-step approach.
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0.241 eV, respectively, which demonstrates that BEP has inferior performance in this
context although it appears superior to TSS with sP as descriptor.
The conclusion from the per-step approach is that the linear model needs at least
a metal descriptor (such as ECH3CH) in addition to the reactant energy Er to achieve
results that are not statistically different from the best results as shown in Figure 4.5.
Also, regularized linear models can easily compete with advanced machine learning
models such as SVR with polynomial kernel given suitable descriptors as shown in
Table S5 in the SI.
Even though, it is very common to use one model per step, we also extended our
analysis to one model per cleavage and one model for all the steps. In this way, we
find the best model/descriptor per elementary reaction grouping method.
4.2.2 Per-cleavage grouping approach:
Instead of having 39 predictive models to learn about 39 TS steps separately as we did
in the previous approach, here we split the TS data based on the cleavages (C-C, C-
H, and C-O bond cleavages). Then, we train one predictive model for each cleavage
group [141, 142]. Given six metals and 3 cleavage groups, we use one predictive
model to be trained on all TS steps within a cleavage group from 5 metals and tested
to predict the TS energies within the same cleavage group from the sixth metal.
Then, we calculate the MAE with STD over all steps and metals. We also studied
all the linear and nonlinear techniques that we used in the previous approach and
we found that the GP-Matern using Ep1, Br,Bp2, EC , EO, EH can achieve the best
results among all the models in this case with MAE = 0.176 eV and STD = 0.162
eV. Also, we found 1801 models that are not statistically significant different from
the best one. The lowest number of descriptors among these models is 3 descriptors
which can be achieved only by non-linear models such as GP-RBF which only uses
sP,Br,ECHCHCO with MAE = 0.201 eV and STD = 0.178 eV. However for linear
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models, at least 4 different descriptors are needed to give predictions as good as the
best model. Among of all these models, we found that the linear models have no
significant difference from the non-linear models when using the right descriptors.
Samples of these models are shown in Tables S8, S9, S10 and Figure S4 in the SI.
The results show that using simple descriptors such as Er or sP will always lead to
high MAE regardless of the model used, however, adding bond counts and/or metal
descriptors yields better TS predictions.
4.2.3 One-model grouping approach:
In contrast to the previous two approaches, here, we use one predictive model to
learn all the TS energies together. Given six metals and a predictive model, we
trained the model on all TS steps from 5 metals and tested to predict all the TS
energies of the sixth metal. By using all the linear and nonlinear techniques, we
found that the GP-Matern-ard with sP,Bp1, Bp2, EC , EO as descriptors achieved a
best MAE of 0.169 eV and STD = 0.145 eV. These descriptors include all three
different types of descriptors studied, i.e. reactant/product energies, bond counts,
and metal descriptors. Also, there is no significant difference between 713 different
models and the best one. The lowest number of descriptors among these models is
4 descriptors which can only be achieved by non-linear models as shown in Table
S11 in the SI. However, the linear models are not significantly different than the best
non-linear model when at least 5 different descriptors are used as shown in Table
S11 in the SI. In these two cases, all the linear and non-linear models are using Er,
the reactant energy. In addition, each one of these models has one metal descriptor
which reflects the importance of including the metal descriptors for more variability
when including multiple metals for training. The best descriptors for each model are
shown in Figure S5 and Table S12 in the SI. On the other hand, using one model
with simple descriptors such as Er or sP leads to high MAE. For instance, Ridge
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model with Er as descriptor gets a MAE = 0.322 eV and STD = 0.278 eV as shown
in Tables S13 and S14 in the SI.
The main conclusion of this descriptor analysis over the three grouping methods
is that the number of descriptors required to achieve best results depends on the
grouping method. For one model per step, only two descriptors with regularized
linear model can give good results. However, at least 5 descriptors are needed for a
linear model in the case of the one-model grouping approach. Note that to achieve a
lower MAE with linear/non-linear models, the descriptor set should include at least
the adsorption energy of the reactant/product and a metal descriptor. However,
to achieve higher accuracy, bond counts should also be considered. Interestingly,
the non-linear complex models cannot achieve significantly different results from the
linear ones when the right descriptors are used for the linear models.
4.2.4 Comparison of elementary reactions grouping:
Finally, we study if there is a significant difference between various types of groupings
of elementary reactions such as one model per step, one model per cleavage, and one
model for all reaction steps. Here, we found that with the right model and descriptors,
there will be no statistically significant difference between these types of groupings
as shown in Figure S6 in the SI. For example, linear scaling which is a per-step linear
model with Er as a descriptor gives worse results than linear one-model grouping
approach with Er,Ep1, Ep2, Br,Bp1, ECH3CH as descriptors as shown in Table 4.1
and Figure 4.6. The conclusion that the best-models in the one-model approach are
not statistically different from the best-models in the other two approaches is very
useful because the one-model approach has a high potential to be used in case of
missing various reaction steps as described in the next experiment.
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Figure 4.6: Significance difference between different models from the three different
grouping approaches. It is noticed here that the linear scaling models with simple
descriptors and per-step approach are significant different from the best models of
all approaches. No significant difference is observed between the one-model grouping
approach and the per-step approach given the best regression model and descriptors.
4.2.5 Missing Reaction Steps:
In the case of missing transition-state steps on all metal surfaces, the one-step ap-
proach will not be applicable and presumably the per-cleavage also not, given that
very few reactions might be in a specific bond cleavage grouping. Therefore, we ex-
amine only the one-model grouping approach in various missing data situations to
identify the most stable model/descriptors in these different scenarios. We study
the data with n% missing steps where n = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60. We found that the
linear models are very stable when 5 descriptors are used from combinations of adsor-
bate energies (Er,Ep1 or Er,Ep1, Ep2), bond counts (combinations of Br,Bp1,Bp2),
and ECH3CH as metal descriptor. However, the non-linear models can achieve non-
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significantly different results with the same descriptors in addition to others including
product energies (sP ) and metal descriptors (EC ,EO,EH). Figure 4.7 shows the same
descriptors for linear and non-linear models in different missing data scenarios.
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Figure 4.7: The figure shows MAE in eV for a small number of models across var-
ious missing data scenarios. (a) It is noticed here that linear models with simple
descriptors such as reaction energy, Er, or sP give higher MAE and have significant
difference from the models with multiple descriptors. The MAE for the linear models
such as BEP and TSS are above 0.26 eV regardless of the percentage of the missing
data. This can be explained as Er or sP are linear components and can be easily
modeled by linear functions. So with lower number of data points, we can still fit
the linear model with similar performance. (b) When we consider more features from
bond counts and metal descriptors, e.g., linear model with Er,Br,Bp2, ECH3CH , we
can get lower MAE with significant difference from simple descriptors such as Er
only. Considering more descriptors with regularized linear model leads to improve
model accuracy, e.g., Ridge Er,Ep1, Ep2, Br,Bp2, ECH3CH . (c) In additions to lin-
ear models, the advanced machine learning models with complex kernels such as GP
with Matern kernel can give slightly lower MAE but with no significant difference
from the linear model that has more descriptors. (d) Also, the linear and non-linear
models with the same descriptors perform similarly in predicting transition-state en-
ergies such as Ridge and GP with RBF kernel and Er,Ep1, Ep2, Br,Bp2, ECH3CH as
descriptors.
4.2.6 Methods
All the DFT calculations for adsorption and transition states of the six metals sur-
faces (Ni111, Pt111, Pd111, Ru0001, Rh111, Cu111) were performed using the Vienna
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Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) with the projector augmented wave (PAW)
method [70]. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-
Wang 1991 functional (PW91) was used to describe the exchange correlation ef-
fects [107, 106]. A combination of climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB)
and dimer method was used to locate the transition states [57, 55, 56]. For all the
calculations, we used a 3 × 2√3 surface slab with four metal atom layers separated
perpendicularly by a 15 angstrom vacuum space. An energy cutoff of 400 eV and en-
ergy convergence criterion of 10−7 eV were set to all calculations. The Brillouin zone
integration was sampled by 4 × 4 × 1 k-points for the surface using the Monkhorst-
Pack scheme [92]. With the DFT calculations from the above six metals, we first
calculate the corresponding adsorption energies for various species on different metal
surfaces according to the following equations,
EH = 0.5EH2
EC = ECH4 − 2× EH2
EO = EH2O − EH2
Ei = Etotal,i − xEC − yEO − zEH − Eslab
where x,y, and z are the numbers of C, H, and O atom respectively that consist
of molecule. Then, we calculate all reaction step related descriptor values for our
analysis based on a dissociation reaction form reactant − − > product1 + product2.
Next, we split the data into training and test sets to model the transition state
energies and evaluate our trained model-descriptor pairs. We use five of the metals
for training and test on the sixth one. To get stable results, we applied the 6-fold
cross validation technique where we evaluate on one metal given the other five metals
as training. Then, we calculate the MAE and STD over all metals.
In our experiments, we evaluated different non-linear models such as Gaussian pro-
cess (GP) [110] which it is a nonparametric statistical model that compactly describes
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distributions over functions with continuous domains. A GP models a collection of
random variables as a multivariate normal distribution with mean µ and covariance
function K(X∗, X). The covariance function or the kernel defines the relation be-
tween any pair of data points. Given that the Gaussian process prior is zero mean
with a valid covariance function k, the posterior mean µp and the posterior variance
Σp can be calculated as.
µp = K(X∗, X)(K(X,X) + σ2nI)−1Y
Σp = K(X∗, X∗)−K(X∗, X)(K(X,X) + σ2nI)−1K(X∗, X)
where σ2n is the noise variance. The covariance matrix K is a N × N matrix where
N is the number of training data points. Each element in the covariance matrix
can be evaluated using the kernel function. In this work, we examined different
kernel functions such as radial basis function (RBF), Matren, Linear, and Polynomial
functions. Also, we used support vector regression (SVR) [125] which is also a kernel
method. As with GP, there is a choice of kernels that depends on the prediction task
at hand. In our experiments, we evaluated the linear and RBF kernels for SVR as
shown in the SI tables. In addition, kernel ridge regression (KRR) [97] uses a different
loss function than SVR and its estimation can be done in closed form. We tested the
linear and Gaussian kernels for KRR.
4.3 Stacked Gaussian Process
A significant problem in computational catalysis is the increase in complexity (in-
crease in computational effort) with increase in the number of atoms in the reactants
and products and corresponding reaction pathways. To accelerate the computational
catalysis studies, stacked models described in figure 4.2 need to be developed as a
procedure for rapid estimation of adsorption and transition state energies.
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The results from previous analysis show that the linear and non-linear mod-
els with the same descriptors perform similarly such as Ridge and GP with
RBF kernel and Er,Ep1, Ep2, Br,Bp2, ECH3CH as descriptors. Therefore, in
this section we compare the performance of stackedGP with stacked Ridge using
Er,Ep1, Ep2, Br,Bp2, ECH3CH descriptors to build the stacked model. We will con-
sider the one model technique shown in figure 4.8 as it shows stable results as illus-
trated in 4.7.
Figure 4.8: Stacked model for predicting TS
Following the same methodology described in chapter 2 and chapter 3, the
stackedGP is used to propagate the uncertainties between at least two level of pre-
dictions as we have in this problem. First, we model the adsorbate energy of species
Es with GP then propagate the uncertain predictions to the second step which pre-
dict the transition state energy. The adsorbate energy of species Es is modeled as a
noised function g(Fs, EO, EOH , ECH3CH), where Fs is the finger print of the species
and (EO, EOH , ECH3CH) are metal descriptors, adsorbate energy of species O, adsor-
bate energy of species OH, and adsorbate energy of species CH3CH respectively.
Let Es denotes adsorbate energy of species and let (Fs, EO, EOH , ECH3CH) denotes
the input descriptors. Let Es = (Espec1 , . . . , Especn) be adsorbate energy training
data and E∗s be the predicted value of adsorbate energy of species for a new input
descriptors (F ∗s , E∗O, E∗OH , E∗CH3CH). The adsorbate energy of species at a particular
input descriptors is given by
Especi = gi(Fsi , EOi , EOHi , ECH3CHi) + Esi ,
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The index i represents the value of the function g for the corresponding ith input
point and Esi is a Gaussian noise with variance σ2Es . The Gaussian process prior over
the function g has zero mean and covariance function kEs , g(Fs, EO, EOH , ECH3CH) ∼
GP (0, kEs). The covariance function for this model is given by
kEs((Fsi , EOi , EOHi , ECH3CHi)T , (Fsj , EOj , EOHj , ECH3CHj)T ) =
φ2Es exp{−θFs(Fsi − Fsj)2 − θEO(EOi − EOj)2
− θEOH (EOHi − EOHj)2 − θECH3CH (ECH3CHi − ECH3CHj)2}
The parameters φ2Es , θFs , θEO , θEOH , θECH3CH are obtained by maximizing the
log-likelihood function with respect to input data. Given a new input point
(F ∗s , E∗O, E∗OH , E∗CH3CH), the predicted TS is normally distributed with the following
mean and variance:
Es
∗ ∼ N
(
µEs∗ , σ
2
Es∗
)
where
µEs∗ = E[Es∗|Es, (F ∗s , E∗O, E∗OH , E∗CH3CH)] = KTEsC−1EsEs (4.1)
σ2Es∗ = Var (Es
∗|Es, (x∗, y∗))
= kEs
(
(F ∗s , E∗O, E∗OH , E∗CH3CH)
T , (F ∗s , E∗O, E∗OH , E∗CH3CH)
T
)
+ σ2Es −KTEsC−1EsKEs
= φ2Es + σ
2
Es −KTEsC−1EsKEs
In the second step, we modeled the TS (ETS) as a noised
function f(Er∗, Ep1∗, Ep2∗, F ∗r , F ∗p2, F ∗CH3CH) ∼ GP(0, kTS) with
Gaussian process prior with zero mean and covariance function
kTS((Eri, Ep1i, Ep2i, Fri , Fp2i , FCH3CHi)T , (Erj, Ep1j, Ep2j, Frj , Fp2j , FCH3CHj)T ),
see Fig. 4.8.
ETSi = fi(Eri, Ep1i, Ep2i, Fri , Fp2i , FCH3CHi) + ETSi (4.2)
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Here, the index i represents the value of the function f for the corresponding ith
input data point, and the normally distributed noise TSi has zero mean and variance
σ2
TSi
. The covariance function used in this study is given by the following squared
exponential kernel function,
kTS((Eri, Ep1i, Ep2i, Fri , Fp2i , FCH3CHi)T , (Erj, Ep1j, Ep2j, Frj , Fp2j , FCH3CHj)T ) =
φ2TS exp(−θEr(Eri − Erj)2 − θEp1(Ep1i − Ep1j)2 − θEp2(Ep2i − Ep2j)2
− θFr(Fri − Frj)2 − θFp2(Fp2i − Fp2j)2 − θFCH3CH (FCH3CHi − FCH3CHj)2)
where φ2TS, θEr, θEp1, θEp2, θFr ,θFp2 , and θFCH3CH are hyper-
parameters, which are obtained by maximizing the log-likelihood function
ln p(D|φ2TS, θEr, θEp1, θEp2, θFr , θFp2 , θFCH3CH ). After parameters are learned, the
Gaussian process model can be used to make predictions for arbitrary input data
point. The probability distribution of transition-state energy at a given input
descriptors is normally distributed with mean µ∗TS and variance σ2TS.
µTS = kTTSC−1a ETS
σ2TS = kTS([Er∗, Ep1∗, Ep2∗, F ∗r , F ∗p2, F ∗CH3CH ]
T , [Er∗, Ep1∗, Ep2∗, F ∗r , F ∗p2, F ∗CH3CH ]
T )
+ σ2TS − kTTSC−1TSkTS
The elements of the vector ETS are given by training data points for the six
metals. The vector kTS has elements
kTS([Er∗, Ep1∗, Ep2∗, F ∗r , F ∗p2, F ∗CH3CH ]
T , [Er∗, Ep1∗, Ep2∗, F ∗r , F ∗p2, F ∗CH3CH ]
T )
, and the elements of the covariance matrix CTS are given by evaluating the co-
variance functions at all combinations of the N th observed input descriptors. Then,
we can easily use the analytical mean and variance predictions as they described in
equations 2.22 and 2.24 respectively.
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Table 4.2: Performance of Stacked models using Er, Ep1, Ep2, FEr, FEp2, FCH3CH
as descriptors
Metal MAE SRidge STD SRidge MAE SGP STD SGP
CU_111 0.3677 0.2573 0.389 0.3605
PD_111 0.2069 0.1508 0.1508 0.1405
PT_111 0.3119 0.1951 0.2883 0.2430
RH_111 0.2386 0.2052 0.1647 0.1677
NI_111 0.2301 0.1746 0.2014 0.1397
RU_0001 0.2247 0.1960 0.2212 0.1643
Table 4.3: TOF for Stacked models using Er, Ep1, Ep2, FEr, FEp2, FCH3CH as
descriptors
Metal DFT Stacked ridge StackedGP
CU_111 2.28× 10−10 6.64× 10−6 2.25× 10−10
PD_111 2.67× 10−18 4.87× 10−6 2.66× 10−18
PT_111 1.63× 10−13 1.09× 10−7 6.72× 10−12
RH_111 3.69× 10−15 7.02× 10−6 3.66× 10−15
NI_111 2.36× 10−15 1.07× 10−6 2.41× 10−15
RU_0001 6.28× 10−9 7.69× 10−6 4.77× 10−13
The results in table 4.2 show the performance of stackedGP model and stacked
Ridge model for predicting TS. The table shows the mean absolute error and standard
deviation of the predicted transition state energy per metal. The average MAE and
STD for stackedGP 0.2361 eV and 0.2323 eV respectively. On the other hand, stacked
ridge has larger MAE = 0.2634 eV and STD is 0.2073 eV. These results show that
the stackedGP can give slightly better MAE than the stacked ridge. So, we apply the
whole pipeline shown in figure 4.2 and run the microkientic model to get the TOF of
the two models as shown in table 4.3. The results show that the stackedGP is very
close from the DFT calculations than the ridge model.
4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we compared linear models versus advanced machine learning models
using more than 1330 descriptor combinations. The analysis shows that considering
bond counts and metal descriptors can help to achieve lower MAE for both linear
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and non-linear models. Besides, the non-linear complex models cannot achieve sta-
tistically significant better results than the best linear ones. In addition, we discuss
various elementary reaction grouping approaches which show that the one-model ap-
proach can perform similarly to the one-step approach which might be a benefit when
reaction data on various metals are missing. The same conclusion has been reached in
the missing data study which demonstrated that conventional descriptors (product or
reactant energy) will give higher MAE compared to the ones that also use bond count
information and metal descriptors. This is shown in the Ridge/GP_RBF models for
descriptors Er,Ep1, Ep2, Br,Bp2, ECH3CH that perform very well. In this work also,
we show that the stackedGP can be used to build the pipeline of the prediction of the
transition-state energies with very high performance compared to DFT calculations
and stacked ridge models.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, stacked model of independently trained Gaussian processes, called
StackedGP, is proposed as a modeling framework in the context of model compo-
sition to address two challenges: component-based modeling under structural uncer-
tainty and propagation of uncertainties to quantities of interest. One of the current
challenges in component-based modeling arises from the fitted parametric nature of
submodels with no information most of the time on the magnitude of the uncertainty
of the parameters. Although sampling methods are used to propagate the parametric
uncertainty to the quantities of interest, the uncertainty in model predictions may
still be underestimated by ignoring model form uncertainty. The proposed model is
based on a network of independently trained Gaussian processes accompanied by an
approximate scheme to obtain expectations of quantities of interest that require model
composition. The proposed model provides estimation of the quantities of interest
with quantified uncertainties. This leverages the analytical moments of a Gaussian
process with uncertain inputs when squared exponential and polynomial kernels are
used. The StackedGP can be extended to any number of nodes and layers and has
no restriction in selecting a suitable kernel for the input nodes. In the second chap-
ter, the numerical results show the utility of using StackedGP to learn from multiple
datasets and propagate the uncertainty to quantities of interest. StackedGP has be
used to enhance the prediction of primary responses by creating an intermediate layer
of predictions of secondary responses. This comes with a lower computational com-
plexity as compared with multi-output methods - and can make use of off-the-shelves
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Gaussian processes.
The analytical stacked Gaussian process (StackedGP) framework is introduced to
to one of challenging environmental problems, predict aflatoxin concentrations with
quantified uncertainties. Stochastic Gaussian processes are used to model tempera-
ture and water-activity inputs to drive the aflatoxin Gaussian process. An analytical
scheme is used to calculate the expectations of aflatoxin predictions by propagating
the uncertainty through the stacked Gaussian process. Historical field data from three
different states are used to validate the model predicitons at the Gaussian process
component level and at the system level for the entire stacked Gaussian process. A
new derivation has been proposed to extend the analytical framework by calculating
the covariance of StackedGP between different geographical locations. This helps
with updating the prior predictions of StackedGP using field measurements, and pro-
vides the opportunity to couple StackedGP with Bayesian optimization techniques
to identify regions where to obtain new field measurements. Thus, the proposed
StackedGP can be easily extended to integrate other environmental data such as pre-
cipitations and humidity. The proposed predictive framework can also be expanded
to address the real-time monitoring of a wide variety of mycotoxins in crops. The
information generated by the aflatoxin StackedGP can be used to design a sustainable
crop management by reducing the amount of chemicals used to grow the crops.
In third part of the thesis, we also introduce the stackedGP framework to chemi-
cal application. First, we compared linear models versus advanced machine learning
models to predict transition state energies (TS) using more than 1330 descriptor
combinations by considering a database for adsorption and transition-state energies
across metal surfaces (Ni, Pt, Pd, Ru, Rh, Cu) for the decarboxylation and decar-
bonylation of Propionic acid. The analysis shows that considering bond counts and
metal descriptors can help to achieve lower MAE for both linear and non-linear mod-
els. Besides, the non-linear complex models cannot achieve statistically significant
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better results than the best linear ones. In addition, we discuss various elementary
reaction grouping approaches which show that the one-model approach can perform
similarly to the one-step approach which might be a benefit when reaction data on
various metals are missing. The same conclusion has been reached in the missing
data study which demonstrated that conventional descriptors (product or reactant
energy) will give higher MAE compared to the ones that also use bond count in-
formation and metal descriptors. This is shown in the Ridge/GP_RBF models for
descriptors Er,Ep1, Ep2, Br,Bp2, ECH3CH that perform very well. In this work also,
we show that the stackedGP can be used to build the pipeline of the prediction of the
transition-state energies with very high performance compared to DFT calculations
and stacked ridge models. This work can be extended by studying more descrip-
tors combinations for predicting transition-state energies. Also, building the volcano
plots to study the TOF is the next step for this work. In addition, this work can be
extending for other metal surfaces.
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Appendix A
Stacked GP model
A.1 GP model
The Gaussian process model for z with x as input is shown in figure A.1 and can be
represented as:
Figure A.1: GP with xi as input and zi as output
zi = gi(xi) + zi ,
where z ∼ N(0, σ2z) and
g(x) ∼ GP (0, kz),
where
kZ(xi, xj) = θ2z exp
{
−θx(xi − xj)2
}
.
Then given a new input x∗, the predicted z∗ follows normal distribution:
z∗ ∼ N
(
µz∗ , σ
2
z∗
)
where µz∗ = E[z∗|z, x∗] = k′zC−1z z
σ2z∗ = Var (z∗|z, x∗)
= kz (x∗, x∗) + σ2z − k′zC−1z kz
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= θ2z + σ2z − k′zC−1z kz where
kz = (kz (x∗, x1) , . . . , kz (x∗, xn))′
Cz =

kz(x1, x1) kz(x1, x2) . . . kz(x1, xn)
kz(x2, x1) kz(x2, x2) . . . kz(x2, xn)
... ... . . . ...
kz(xn, x1) kz(xn, x2) . . . kz(xn, xn)

.
A.2 GP model with Z as input: µy ∼ GP (z)
Figure A.2: GP with zi as input and yi as output
The Gaussian process model for y with z as input is shown in figure A.2 and can
be represented as:
yi = fi(zi) + yi
where ai ∼ N(0, σ2y) and
f(zi) ∼ GP (0, ky)
where
ky(zi, zj) = φ exp
{
−θ1(zi − zj)2
}
.
Then a predicted value of y given a new z∗ follows normal distribution with
µy∗ =E [y∗|y, z∗] = k′yC−1y y
σ2y∗ =Var (y∗|y, z∗)
=ky(z∗, z∗) + σ2y − k′yC−1y ky
=φ+ σ2y − k′yC−1y ky
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where
ky = (ky(z∗, z1), . . . , ky(z∗, zn))′
Cy =

ky(z1, z1) ky(z1, z2) . . . ky(z1, zn)
ky(z2, z1) ky(z2, z2) . . . ky(z2, zn)
... ... . . . ...
ky(zn, z1) ky(zn, z2) . . . ky(zn, zn)

y = (y1, . . . , yn)′
A.3 Stacked GP model (two node cascaded)
The Gaussian process model for y with x as input is shown in figure A.3 and can be
represented as:
Figure A.3: GP with xi as input and yi as a final output
A.3.1 E [y∗|y, x∗]
E [y∗|y, x∗]
= Ez∗ {E [y∗|y, x∗, z∗]}
= Ez∗ {µy∗(z∗)} =
∫
fz∗(z∗)µy∗(z∗)dz∗
∝ ∫ exp{− (z∗−µz∗ )22σ2
z∗
}
µy∗(z∗)dz∗
Note that
µy∗ = y′C−1y ky
= y′[C−1y (, 1), . . . ,C−1y (, n)]ky
= [y′C−1y (, 1), . . . ,y′C−1y (, n)]ky
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=
(
y′C−1y (, 1), . . . ,y′C−1y (, n)
)
(ky(z∗, z1), . . . , ky(z∗, zn))′
= ∑ni=1 y′C−1y (, i)φexp {−θ1(z∗ − zi)2}
= φy′∑ni=1C−1y (, i) exp {−θ1(z∗ − zi)2}
where C−1y (, i) is the ith column of C−1y . Then,
E [y∗|y]
∝ ∫ exp{− (z∗−µz∗ )22σ2
z∗
}
φy′
∑n
i=1C
−1
y (, i) exp
{−θ1(z∗ − zi)2} dz∗
∝ φy′ ∫ ∑ni=1C−1y (, i) exp {−θ1(z∗ − zi)2} exp{− (z∗−µz∗ )22σ2
z∗
}
dz∗
∝ φy′∑ni=1C−1y (, i) ∫ exp{− (z∗−zi)22(1/(2θ1))} exp
{
− (z∗−µz∗ )22σ2
z∗
}
dz∗
∝ φy′∑ni=1C−1y (, i) ∫ exp{− [z∗−(w·µz∗+(1−w)·zi)]22σ2w } dz∗
= φy′∑ni=1C−1y (, i)√σ2w√σ2
z∗
exp
{
[w·µz∗+(1−w)·zi]2
2σ2w
− µ2z∗2σ2
z∗
− z2i2(1/(2θ1))
}
= φ
√
1/(2θ1)
σ2
z∗+1/(2θ1)
y′
∑n
i=1C
−1
y (, i) exp
{
− (zi−µz∗ )22(σ2
z∗+1/(2θ1))
}
where
w = 1/(2θ1)
σ2
z∗+1/(2θ1)
and σ2w =
σ2
z∗ ·1/(2θ1)
σ2
z∗+1/(2θ1)
µz∗ = E[z∗|z, x∗] = k′zC−1z z
σ2z∗ = θ2z + σ2z − k′zC−1z kz
A.3.2 Var (y∗|y, x∗)
We will use the iterated rule of variance to derive it.
Var (y∗|y, x∗)
=Ez∗ [Var (y∗|y, (x∗, y∗), z∗)] + Varz∗ (E [y∗|y, x∗, z∗])
=Ez∗
[
φ+ σ2y − k′yC−1y ky
]
+ Varz∗
(
k′yC
−1
y y
)
=φ+ σ2y − Ez∗
[
k′yC
−1
y ky
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆1
+Varz∗
(
k′yC
−1
y y
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆2
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where
∆1 = Ez∗
[
k′yC
−1
y ky
]
=
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
C−1y (i, j)Ez∗
[
φ exp
{
−θ1(z∗ − zi)2
}
φ exp
{
−θ1(z∗ − zj)2
}]
= φ2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
C−1y (i, j)Ez∗
[
exp
{
−θ1[(z∗ − zi)2 + (z∗ − zj)2]
}]
= φ2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
C−1y (i, j) exp
{
−θ1(zi − zj)
2
2
}
Ez∗
[
exp
{
− [z
∗ − (zi + zj)/2]2
2(1/(4θ1))
}]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ1
where
δ1 = Ez∗
[
exp
{
− [z
∗ − (zi + zj)/2]2
2(1/(4θ1))
}]
=
∫ 1√
2piσ2z∗
exp
{
−(z
∗ − µz∗)2
2σ2z∗
}
exp
{
− [z
∗ − (zi + zj)/2]2
2(1/(4θ1))
}
dz∗
=
√√√√ 1/(4θ1)
1/(4θ1) + σ2z∗
exp
{
− [(zi + zj)/2− µz∗ ]
2
2 (1/(4θ1) + σ2z∗)
}
Thus,
∆1 = φ2
√√√√ 1/(4θ1)
1/(4θ1) + σ2z∗
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
C−1y (i, j) exp
{
−θ1(zi − zj)
2
2 −
[(zi + zj)/2− µz∗ ]2
2 (1/(4θ1) + σ2z∗)
}
where C−1y (i, j) is the (i, j) element of matrix C−1y .
Note that k′yC−1y y is a scalor. So, we have
∆2 = Varz∗
(
k′yC
−1
y y
)
= Varz∗
(
y′C−1y ky
)
= y′C−1y Varz∗ (ky)C−1y y
Now, the key is to find Varz∗ (ky).
Varz∗ (ky) = Var
{
(ky(z1, z∗), . . . , ky(zn, z∗))′
}
= Ez∗
[
kyk
′
y
]
− Ez∗ [ky]Ez∗
[
k′y
]
≡ ΣK
where
ΣK(i, j) = Ez∗ [ky(z∗, zi)ky(z∗, zj)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ2
−Ez∗ [ky(z∗, zi)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ3
Ez∗ [ky(z∗, zj)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ4
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δ2 =Ez∗
[
φ exp{−θ1(z∗ − zi)2}φ exp{−θ1(z∗ − zj)2}
]
=φ2
√√√√ 1/(4θ1)
(1/(4θ1) + σ2z∗)
exp
{
−θ1(zi − zj)
2
2 −
[(zi + zj)/2− µz∗ ]2
2 (1/(4θ1) + σ2z∗)
}
δ3 =Ez∗ [ky(z∗, zi)]
=Ez∗
[
φ exp{−θ1(z∗ − zi)2}
]
=φ
√√√√ 1/(2θ1)
1/(2θ1) + σ2z∗
exp
{
− (zi − µz∗)
2
2(1/(2θ1) + σ2z∗)
}
Similarly,
δ4 =φ
√√√√ 1/(2θ1)
1/(2θ1) + σ2z∗
exp
{
− (zj − µz∗)
2
2(1/(2θ1) + σ2z∗)
}
and
δ3 · δ4 = φ2
[
1/(2θ1)
1/(2θ1) + σ2z∗
]
exp
{
−(zi − µz∗)
2 + (zj − µz∗)2
2(1/(2θ1) + σ2z∗)
}
Then,
ΣK(i, j) = φ2
√√√√ 1/(4θ1)
(1/(4θ1) + σ2z∗)
exp
{
−θ1(zi − zj)
2
2 −
[(zi + zj)/2− µz∗ ]2
2 (1/(4θ1) + σ2z∗)
}
− φ2
[
1/(2θ1)
1/(2θ1) + σ2z∗
]
exp
{
−(zi − µz∗)
2 + (zj − µz∗)2
2(1/(2θ1) + σ2z∗)
}
Therefore,
Var (y∗|y, x∗) =φ+ σ2y + y′C−1y ΣKC−1y y
− φ2
√√√√ 1/(4θ1)
1/(4θ1) + σ2z∗
n∑
i,j=1
C−1y (i, j)
× exp
{
−θ1(zi − zj)
2
2 −
[(zi + zj)/2− µz∗ ]2
2 (1/(4θ1) + σ2z∗)
}
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A.4 Stacked GP model with two nodes in the first level
The Gaussian process model for y with x1, x2 as input is shown in figure A.3 and can
be represented as: Now, it is assumed that Y is computed by two inputs z1, z2:
Figure A.4: GP with x1i , x2i as input and yi as a final output
y(i) = fi(z1i , z2i) + 
y
i
where yi ∼ N(0, σ2y) and
f(z1i , z2i) ∼ GP (0, ky)
where
ky
(
(z1i , z2i)′, (z1j , z2j)′
)
= φ exp
{
−θ1(z1i − z1j)2 − θ2(z2i − z2j)2
}
.
Then a predicted value of y∗ given a new z∗1 , z∗2 follows normal distribution with
parameters:
µy∗ = E [y∗|y, z∗1 , z∗2 ] = K ′yC−1y y
σ2y∗ = Var (y∗|y, z∗1 , z∗2)
= ky ((z∗1 , z∗2)′, (z∗1 , z∗2)′) + σ2y −K ′yC−1y Ky
= φ+ σ2y −K ′yC−1y Ky
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where
Ky = (ky ((z∗1 , z∗2)′, (z11 , z21)′) , . . . , ky ((z∗1 , z∗2)′, (z1n , z2n)′))
′
Cy =

ky ((z11 , z21)′, (z11 , z21)′) . . . ky ((z11 , z21)′, (z1n , z2n)′)
... . . . ...
ky ((z1n , z2n)′, (z11 , z21)′) . . . ky ((z1n , z2n)′, (z1n , z2n)′)

y = (y1, . . . , y2)′
A.4.1 E[y∗|y, (x∗1, x∗2)]
E[y∗|y, (x∗1, x∗2)]
=Ez∗1 ,z∗2 {E[y∗|y, (x∗1, x∗2), z∗1 , z∗2 ]}
=
∫ ∫
fz∗1 (z
∗
1)fz∗2 (z
∗
2)µy∗(z∗1 , z∗2)dz∗1dz∗2
=
∫ ∫ 1√
2piσ2z∗1
exp
−(z
∗
1 − µz∗1 )2
2σ2z∗1
 1√2piσ2z∗2 exp
−(z
∗
2 − µz∗2 )2
2σ2z∗2
(K ′yC−1y y) dz∗1dz∗2
Thus we can write the predicted mean of the middle layer as the following:
K ′yC
−1
y y = φy′
n∑
i=1
C−1y (, i) exp
{
−θ1(z∗1 − z1i)2 − θ2(z∗2 − z2i)2
}
Then we have
E[y∗|y, (x∗1, x∗2)]
=φy′
n∑
i=1
C−1y (, i)
∫ 1√
2piσ2z∗1
exp
−(z
∗
1 − µz∗1 )2
2σ2z∗1
 exp{−θ1(z∗1 − z1i)2} dz∗1
×
∫ 1√
2piσ2z∗2
exp
−(z
∗
2 − µz∗2 )2
2σ2z∗2
 exp{−θ2(z∗2 − z2i)2} dz∗2
=φ
√√√√σ2w1σ2w2
σ2z∗1σ
2
z∗2
y′
n∑
i=1
C−1y (, i) exp
− (z1i − µz∗1 )
2
2(σ2z∗1 + 1/(2θ1))
− (z2i − µz∗2 )
2
2(σ2z∗2 + 1/(2θ2))

=φy′
√√√√ (1/(2θ1))
σ2z∗1 + (1/(2θ1))
· (1/(2θ2))
σ2z∗2 + (1/(2θ2))
×
n∑
i=1
C−1y (, i) exp
− (z1i − µz∗1 )
2
2(σ2z∗1 + 1/(2θ1))
− (z2i − µz∗2 )
2
2(σ2z∗2 + 1/(2θ2))

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A.4.2 Var (y∗|y, (x∗1, x∗2))
Var (y∗|y, (x∗1, x∗2))
=Ez∗1 ,z∗2 [Var (y
∗|y, (x∗1, x∗2), z∗1 , z∗2)] + Varz∗1 ,z∗2 (E [y∗|y, (x∗1, x∗2), z∗1 , z∗2 ])
=Ez∗1 ,z∗2
[
φ+ σ2y −K ′yC−1y Ky
]
+ Varz∗1 ,z∗2
(
K ′yC
−1
y y
)
=φ+ σ2y − Ez∗1 ,z∗2
[
K ′yC
−1
y Ky
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆′1
+Varz∗1 ,z∗2
(
K ′yC
−1
y y
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆′2
where
∆′1 = Ez∗1 ,z∗2
[
K ′yC−1y Ky
]
= ∑ni=1∑nj=1C−1y (i, j)
× Ez∗1 ,z∗2
[
φ exp
{−θ1(z∗1 − z1i)2 − θ2(z∗2 − z2i)2}φ exp{−θ1(z∗1 − z1j )2 − θ2(z∗2 − z2j )2}]
= φ2∑ni=1∑nj=1C−1y (i, j)Ez∗1 [exp{−θ1[(z∗1 − z1i)2 + (z∗1 − z1j )2]}]
× Ez∗2
[
exp
{
−θ2[(z∗2 − z2i)2 + (z∗2 − z2j )2]
}]
= φ2∑ni=1∑nj=1C−1y (i, j) exp{− θ1(zi−zj)22 }Ez∗1
[
exp
{
− [z
∗
1−(z1i+z1j )/2]2
2(1/(4θ1))
}]
× exp
{
− θ2(z2i−z2j )
2
2
}
Ez∗2
[
exp
{
− [z∗2−(z2i+a
(j)
2 )/2]2
2(1/(4θ2))
}]
= φ2∑ni=1∑nj=1C−1y (i, j)√ 1/(4θ1)1/(4θ1)+σ2z∗1 exp
− θ1(z1i−z1j )
2
2 −
[
(z1i+z1j )/2−µz∗1
]2
2
(
1/(4θ1)+σ2z∗1
)

×
√
1/(4θ2)
1/(4θ2)+σ2z∗2
exp
− θ2(z2i−z2j )
2
2 −
[
(z2i+z2j )/2−µz∗2
]2
2
(
1/(4θ2)+σ2z∗2
)

Recall that
∆′2 = Varz∗1 ,z∗2
(
K ′yC
−1
y y
)
= Varz∗1 ,z∗2
(
y′C−1y Ky
)
= y′C−1y Varz∗1 ,z∗2 (Ky)C
−1
y y
where
Varz∗1 ,z∗2 (Ky) = Ez∗1 ,z∗2
[
KyK
′
y
]
− Ez∗1 ,z∗2 [Ky]Ez∗1 ,z∗2
[
K ′y
]
≡ ΣK
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and
ΣK(i, j) =Ez∗1 ,z∗2
[
ky ((z1i , z2i)′, (z∗1 , z∗2)′) ky
(
(z1j , z2j)′, (z∗1 , z∗2)′
)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ′2
− Ez∗1 ,z∗2 [ky ((z1i , z2i)′, (z∗1 , z∗2)′)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ′3
Ez∗1 ,z∗2
[
ky
(
(zj, z2j)′, (z∗1 , z∗2)′
)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ′4
δ′2 = Ez∗1 ,z∗2
[
φ exp{−θ1(z∗1 − z1i)2 − θ2(z∗2 − z2i)2}φ exp{−θ1(z∗1 − z1j )2 − θ2(z∗2 − z2j )2}
]
= φ2
√
1/(4θ1)
(1/(4θ1)+σ2z∗1
)
√
1/(4θ2)
(1/(4θ2)+σ2z∗2
)
× exp
− θ1(z1i−z1j )
2
2 −
[
(z1i+z1j )/2−µz∗1
]2
2
(
1/(4θ1)+σ2z∗1
) − θ2(z2i−z2j )22 −
[
(z2i+z2j )/2−µz∗2
]2
2
(
1/(4θ2)+σ2z∗2
)

δ′3 = Ez∗1 ,z∗2 [ky ((z1i , z2i)
′, (z∗1 , z∗2)′)]
= Ez∗1 ,z∗2
[
φ exp{−θ1(z∗1 − z1i)2 − θ2(z∗2 − z2i)2}
]
= φEz∗1
[
exp{−θ1(z∗1 − z1i)2
]
Ez∗2
[
exp{−θ2(z∗2 − z2i)2}
]
= φ
√
1/(2θ1)
1/(2θ1)+σ2z∗1
exp
{
− (z1i−µz∗1 )
2
2(1/(2θ1)+σ2z∗1
)
}√
1/(2θ2)
1/(2θ2)+σ2z∗2
exp
{
− (z2i−µz∗2 )
2
2(1/(2θ2)+σ2z∗2
)
}
δ′3 · δ′4 = φ2
[
1/(2θ1)
1/(2θ1)+σ2z∗1
] [
1/(2θ2)
1/(2θ2)+σ2z∗2
]
× exp
{
− (z1i−µz∗1 )
2+(z1j−µz∗1 )
2
2(1/(2θ1)+σ2z∗1
) −
(z2i−µz∗2 )
2+(z2j−µz∗2 )
2
2(1/(2θ2)+σ2z∗2
)
}
Thus, ΣK(i, j) = δ′2 − δ′3 · δ′4
= φ2
√
1/(4θ1)
(1/(4θ1)+σ2z∗1
)
√
1/(4θ2)
(1/(4θ2)+σ2z∗2
)
× exp
− θ1(z1i−z1j )
2
2 −
[
(z1i+z1j )/2−µz∗1
]2
2
(
1/(4θ1)+σ2z∗1
) − θ2(z2i−z2j )22 −
[
(z2i+z2j )/2−µz∗2
]2
2
(
1/(4θ2)+σ2z∗2
)

− φ2
[
1/(2θ1)
1/(2θ1)+σ2z∗1
] [
1/(2θ2)
1/(2θ2)+σ2z∗2
]
× exp
{
− (z1i−µz∗1 )
2+(z1j−µz∗1 )
2
2(1/(2θ1)+σ2z∗1
) −
(z2i−µz∗2 )
2+(z2j−µz∗2 )
2
2(1/(2θ2)+σ2z∗2
)
}
and Var (y∗|y, (x∗1, x∗2))
= φ+ σ2y + y′C−1y ΣKC−1y y
− φ2∑ni=1∑nj=1C−1y (i, j)√ 1/(4θ1)1/(4θ1)+σ2z∗1
√
1/(4θ2)
1/(4θ2)+σ2z∗2
× exp
− θ1(z1i−z1j )
2
2 −
[
(z1i+z1j )/2−µz∗1
]2
2
(
1/(4θ1)+σ2z∗1
) − θ2(z2i−z2j )22 −
[
(z2i+z2j )/2−µz∗2
]2
2
(
1/(4θ2)+σ2z∗2
)
.
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Appendix B
Stacked GP Software
B.1 Software Availability
An open source Python software package (StackedGP) is available as of January
2018 under GNU General Public License v2 and hosted by UQlab on BitBucket
( https://bitbucket.org/uqlab/stackedgp) to create general StackedGP models,
perform optimizations and calculate predictions. This software does not require spe-
cific hardware but it is dependent on the following Python packages: numpy, scipy,
[46] and sklearn.preprocessing.
B.2 Brief Tutorial for StackedGP Software Package
The StackedGP software package hosted on BitBucket (https://bitbucket.org/
uqlab/stackedgp) contains all the examples used in this work to showcase the ap-
plicability of the StackedGP. The Python implementation using StackedGP of the
hypothetical 1D example in the introduction, see Figure 1.1, is provided below in
Code B.1.
Code B.1: Example StackedGP API
from stackedGPNetwork import StackedGPNetwork
# crea te a StackedGP with a s p e c i f i c number o f l a y e r s
stackedNetwork = StackedGPNetwork ( n l aye r s = 2)
# to crea t e a node s p e c i f y the l a y e r number and the input
#and output da t a s e t s used to t r a in the GP node
stackedNetwork . createNewNode ( layer Indx=0, inputdata = DataZ [ ’ x ’ ] ,
outputdata = DataZ [ ’ z ’ ] )
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stackedNetwork . createNewNode ( layer Indx=1, inputdata = DataY [ ’ z ’ ] ,
outputdata = DataY [ ’ y ’ ] )
# est imate the hyper−parameters o f a l l the nodes in the network
stackedNetwork . opt imize ( )
# f i n a l p r ed i c t i on fo r a p a r t i c u l a r t e s t input
predMean , predVar = stackedNetwork . p r ed i c t ( x )
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Appendix C
Covariance of Stacked GP model
Covariance of Stacked model
Without loss of generality, we consider just one intermediate variable in this deriva-
tion.
cov(a∗1, a∗2 | x∗1, x∗2) = Et∗1,t∗2 [cov(a∗1, a∗2 | t∗1, t∗2, x∗1, x∗2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆1
+ cov[Et∗1,t∗2(a
∗
1 | t∗1, t∗2, x∗1, x∗2), Et∗1,t∗2(a∗2 | t∗1, t∗2, x∗1, x∗2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆2
The covariance between two points can be described using the covariance matrix
Σ ∈ <2×2 where Σ = C∗ + σ2 I −KTa C−1K
with C∗ ∈ <2×2, KTa ∈ <N×2, and C−1i,j = k(t∗i , t∗j) and Ka[:, i] = k(t∗i , ttraining).
Σi,j = cov(a∗i , a∗j | t∗i , t∗j , x∗i , x∗j ) = ka(t∗i , t∗j )− kTaiC−1kaj∀i 6= j
The expectations over t∗1, t∗2 can be decomposed as follows:
∆1 = Et∗1,t∗2 [cov(a
∗
1, a
∗
2 | t∗1, t∗2, x∗1, x∗2)]
= Et∗1,t∗2 [ka(t
∗
1, t
∗
2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ1
−Et∗1,t∗2 [kTa1C−1ka2 ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ2
As shown at the end of the Appendix
ka(t∗1, t∗2) = 2piθ N

t∗1
t∗2
 ;
0
0
 ,
1θ 0
2
θ
1
θ


Therefore,
δ1 = Et∗1,t∗2 [ka(t
∗
1, t
∗
2)]
= φEt∗1,t∗2
2piθ N

t∗1
t∗2
 ;
0
0
 ,
1θ 0
2
θ
1
θ



= φ
∫
t∗1
∫
t∗2
2pi
θ N

t∗1
t∗2
 ;
0
0
 ,
1θ 0
2
θ
1
θ

N

t∗1
t∗2
 ;
µ1
µ2
 ,Σpred
 dt∗1dt∗2
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= φ2piθ N

µ1
µ2
 ;
0
0
 ,Σpred +
1θ 0
2
θ
1
θ


Thus, the final expression for δ1,
δ1 = φ
2pi
θ
N

µ1
µ2
 ;
0
0
 ,Σpred +
1θ 0
2
θ
1
θ

 (C.1)
In case of the covariance between t∗1, t∗1 we get δ1 = φ
δ2 = Et∗1,t∗2 [k
T
a1C
−1ka2 ] = Tr[C−1Et∗1,t∗2 [k
T
a1ka2 ]] (C.2)
where Et∗1,t∗2 [k
T
a1ka2 ] ∈ <N×N and N is the size of training data.
Et∗1,t∗2 [k
T
a1ka2 ] = φ
2.
pi
θ
N(µi,j ;µpred,Σpred +
 12θ 0
0 12θ
) (C.3)
where µpred ∈ <2×1, µpred = [µt∗1 , µt∗2 ]
Thus, ∆1 = δ1 + δ2, which can be found by Eqs. C.1, C.2, and C.3.
∆2 = Et∗1,t∗2 [E(a
∗
1 | t∗1, t∗2) · E(a∗2 | t∗1, t∗2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ3
− Et∗1,t∗2 [E(a∗1 | t∗1, t∗2)] · Et∗1,t∗2 [E(a∗2 | t∗1, t∗2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ4
Similar to δ2 we can get δ3 = Et∗1,t∗2 [k
T
a1C
−1
a aa
TC−1a ka1 ]
= Tr[A.Et∗1,t∗2 [k
T
a1ka2 ]] where Et∗1,t∗2 [k
T
a1ka2 ] has been calculated in Eq. C.3 and
A = C−1a aaTC−1a .
E(a∗1 | t∗1, t∗2) and E(a∗2 | t∗1, t∗2) are the expected output of standard GP, thus
Et∗1,t∗2 [E(a
∗
1 | t∗1, t∗2, x∗1, x∗2)] = Et∗1 [kTa1C−1a a] = µa1
Similar we can get the same expectation for a∗2 given t∗2. Therefore, δ2 is just their
multiplication. δ4 = µa1 · µa2
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Finally, the covariance between two inputs is given by
cov(a∗1, a∗2 | x∗1, x∗2) = δ1 − δ2 + δ3 − δ4
= δ1 + Tr[AEt∗1,t∗2 [k
T
a1ka2 ]]− Tr[C−1Et∗1,t∗2 [kTa1ka2 ]]− δ4
= δ1 + Tr
[
AEt∗1,t∗2 [k
T
a1ka2 ]−C−1Et∗1,t∗2 [kTa1ka2 ]
]
− δ4
= δ1 + Tr
[(
A−C−1)Et∗1,t∗2 [kTa1ka2 ]]− δ4 = φ2piθ N

µt1
µt2
 ;
0
0
 ,Σpred +
1θ 0
2
θ
1
θ


+ Tr
(A−C−1)φ2.piθN
µi,j ;µpred,Σpred +
 12θ 0
0 12θ


− µa1 .µa2
Note that we can write the ka(t∗1, t∗2) = φexp{−θ(t∗1, t∗2)}
as a multi-Gaussian distribution as follows:
ka(t∗1, t∗2) = φ2piθ N

t∗1
t∗2
 ;
0
0
 ,
1θ 0
2
θ
1
θ


= φ2piθ .
θ
2piexp
− [t∗1 t∗2
]  θ 0
−2θ θ

t∗1
t∗2


= φexp
− [t∗1θ − 2θt∗2 t∗2θ
] t∗1
t∗2


= φexp
[
−
[
(t∗1)2θ − 2θt∗1t∗2 + (t∗2)2θ
]]
= φexp [−θ(t∗1, t∗2)]
Variance of Stacked model
ΣK(i, j) = φ4a
√
1/(4θt)
(1/(4θt)+σ2t∗ )
√
1/(4θw)
(1/(4θw)+σ2a∗2
)
× exp
{
− θt(ti−tj)22 −
[(ti+tj)/2−µt∗ ]2
2(1/(4θt)+σ2t∗)
− θw(w(i)−w(j))22 −
[(w(i)+w(j))/2−µw∗ ]2
2(1/(4θw)+σ2w∗)
}
− φ4a
[
1/(2θt)
1/(2θt)+σ2t∗
] [
1/(2θw)
1/(2θw)+σ2w∗
]
× exp
{
− (ti−µt∗ )2+(tj−µt∗ )22(1/(2θT )+σ2t∗ ) −
(w(i)−µw∗ )2+(w(j)−µw∗ )2
2(1/(2 )+σ2
w∗ )
}
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Appendix D
Support Info for Stacked Models in Chemical
applications
D.1 PCA and Varimax analysis
In the first part of our analysis, we use principal component analysis (PCA) [60] and
Varimax rotation [66] to find the smallest number of descriptors that can describe the
variabilities of the data and that can be used for modeling transition state energies.
Similar to the work done in ref [24], we use metal descriptors and bond counts of
species to describe the variabilities of the transition state (TS) energies. In addition,
we consider other descriptors such as the adsorption energy of the reactant (Er) and
sum of adsorption energies of the products (sP ). The analysis shows that Er and
sP individually correlate to the first component with larger than 0.91 as shown in
Table 4 in the SI. These two descriptors can explain around 21.3% of the variance
of the data as shown in Figure D.2. This reinforces the practice of using reaction
energy, Er and sP , for BEP and transition state scaling (TSS) for similar problems.
However, we did not find a small subset of descriptors that is capable to explain all
of the remaining variability. On the other hand, this study highlights that there are
other descriptors that can be used to give better TS energy modeling such as metal
descriptors and bond counts. Therefore, we study more than 1330 combinations of
these descriptors with linear and non-linear models.
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Table D.1: Descriptor analysis: we show in this table the basic descriptive statistics
which includes the mean, standard deviation, and number of data points for each
descriptor included in the analysis. This data shows the range and variabilities of
each descriptor.
Descriptor MEAN STD Note
Er 4.403 1.329 Adsorption energy of reactant
Ep1 3.810 1.451 Adsorption energy of bigger product species
Ep2 0.372 1.082 Adsorption energy of smaller product species
sP 4.182 1.441 Adsorption energy of sum of the two products
sP-Er -0.221 0.473 reaction energy (BEP descriptor)
Br_c-c 1.667 0.615 BC of reactant for C-C bond
Br_C-H 3.590 1.375 BC of reactant for C-H bond
Br_C-O 1.359 0.802 BC of reactant for C-O bond
Br_O-H 0.487 0.550 BC of reactant for O-H bond
Br_C-M 1.231 0.833 BC of reactant for C-M bond
Br_O-M 0.410 0.670 BC of reactant for O-M bond
B1_C-C 1.385 0.626 BC of bigger product species for C-C bond
B1_C-H 3.153 1.254 BC of bigger product species for C-H bond
B1_C-O 0.769 0.833 BC of bigger product species for C-O bond
B1_O-H 0.128 0.335 BC of bigger product species for O-H bond
B1_C-M 1.462 0.781 BC of bigger product species for C-M bond
B1_O-M 0.333 0.615 BC of bigger product species for O-M bond
B2_C-O 0.436 0.746 BC of smaller product species for C-O bond
B2_O-H 0.231 0.422 BC of smaller product species for O-H bond
B2_C-M 0.205 0.405 BC of smaller product species for C-M bond
B2_O-M 0.154 0.362 BC of smaller product species for O-M bond
EOH 0.390 0.455 Adsorbate energy of species OH
EO 0.630 0.583 Adsorbate energy of species O
EC 2.304 0.777 Adsorbate energy of species C
EH -0.414 0.0.034 Adsorbate energy of species H
ECH3CH 2.868 0.377 Adsorbate energy of species CH3CH
ECHCHCO 5.353 0.576 Adsorbate energy of species CHCHCO
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Figure D.1: The PCA components and their corresponding eigen values.
Table D.2: PCA components and their corresponding percentage in explaning the
variance. The "Cumulative" column refers to the cumulative variance accounted for
by the components.
Component % of variance Cumulative %
Comp1 21.30 21.30
Comp2 15.76 37.06
Comp3 12.22 49.27
Comp4 11.166 60.44
Comp5 9.00 69.45
Comp6 8.78 78.23
Comp7 6.3 84.52
Comp8 4.32 88.85
Comp9 3.51 92.36
Comp10 2.32 94.68
Comp11 1.367 96.04
Comp12 1.237 97.28
Comp13 1.026 98.31
Comp14 0.565 98.87
Comp15 0.442 99.31
Comp16 0.249 99.56
Comp17 0.18 99.74
Comp18 0.134 99.88
Comp19 0.066 99.95
Comp20 0.049 99.99
Comp21 0.005 100.00
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Table D.3: The rotated component matrix which displays the loadings for each descriptor on each rotated component. A loading
describes how much a descriptor makes up each component.
Desc. C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14
Er 0.938 .226 .113 .081 .067 .048 .124 -.053 -.109 .067 -.008 .054 .021 .0
EP1 0.779 -.523 .162 .121 .003 .020 .141 .041 .194 .020 .094 -.055 .007 -.009
EP2 0.175 .944 .012 -.002 .140 .059 -.045 -.095 .10 .106 -.105 .098 .012 .017
sP 0.916 .182 .172 .120 .108 .064 .108 -.030 .203 .100 .016 .019 .016 .003
Er-sP 0.153 -.079 .207 .140 .140 .060 -.019 .059 .924 .115 .070 -.097 -.009 .009
Br_C_C 0.855 .199 .362 -.022 -.021 .111 .034 -.031 .075 .133 -.015 -.031 .136 -.081
Br_C_h 0.186 -.064 -.011 .949 -.185 -.003 -.019 .037 -.010 -.032 .001 -.014 -.005 -.014
Br_C_O 0.735 .157 -.050 -.202 .330 -.022 -.328 .103 .070 .112 .105 -.065 -.011 .360
Br_O_H 0.101 -.066 -.016 -.369 .475 -.007 -.333 .462 .150 -.265 .212 .019 .003 .031
Br_O_M 0.255 .197 -.021 .072 -.149 -.011 -.119 -.153 .128 .899 .031 -.011 .0 .009
BP1_C_C 0.757 -.443 -.049 .332 .070 -.012 .180 .089 .077 .013 .143 .044 .044 -.091
BP1_C_h 0.255 .123 -.013 .931 -.037 -.007 -.131 -.129 .053 .029 0.62 0.20 0.20 -.011
BP1_C_O 0.541 -.633 -.040 -.181 -.012 -.006 -.282 .191 .073 .196 -.078 .311 .029 .311
BP1_O_H 0.052 -.11 -.006 -.123 -.141 -.001 -.11 .948 .040 -.112 -.035 .011 .001 .011
BP1_C_M 0.245 -.132 -.013 .012 .170 -.005 .914 -.056 .032 -.151 .002 .020 .003 -.009
BP2_C_O 0.138 .957 -.007 .031 -.081 -.011 -.076 -.019 .120 .076 .036 .070 -.007 .046
BP2_O_H 0.145 .225 -.014 -.103 .895 -.010 .033 .133 -.124 -.031 .017 .003 .026 .026
BP2_C_M .062 .603 .006 -.010 -.031 -.006 .077 -.032 0.006 -.004 -.013 .003 .739 -.013
BP2_O_M .099 -.157 .079 .002 .940 .014 -.019 -.021 -.121 -.012 -.192 .027 .001 -.012
EOH .014 0.016 -.195 -.003 -.002 .976 .001 -.033 -.024 .0 .0 .0 .0 -.002
EO .051 0.015 .462 .063 .001 .880 .001 .046 .033 .01 .0 .0 .0 .001
EC .058 -.003 .983 -.139 .002 .002 .005 .002 .073 .05 .0 .0 .0 .0
EH .024 0.012 -.080 -.000 -.001 .650 -.003 .0 -.016 -.001 -.001 -.005 0.755 -.002
ECH3CH .063 .000 .991 -.008 -.006 .045 -.003 -.003 .070 -.005 -.005 .001 -.087 -.002
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Figure D.2: We used PCA which is a variable reduction technique that uses an
orthogonal transformation to convert a set of correlated observations into a smaller
group of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components. All of these
components can explain the variance of the data as shown in Table 2 given that these
components are orthogonal. However, it is hard to interpret these components in the
sub-space founded by the PCA. Therefore, we use the Varimax rotation method to
find the best minimal set of descriptors that can explain variabilities of the data.
Table D.4: The following descriptors are very strongly correlated to their correspond-
ing components:
Component % of variance Desc1 Desc2 Desc3 Desc4
Comp1 21.30 Er sP Br_c_c EP1
Comp2 15.76 Ep2 BP2_c_o
Comp3 12.22 EC ECH3CH ECHCHCO
Comp4 11.166 Br_c_h BP1_c_h
Comp5 9.00 BP2_o_h BP2_o_m
Comp6 8.78 EOH EO
Comp7 6.3 BP1_c_m
Comp8 4.32 BP1_o_h
Comp9 3.51 Er-sP
Comp10 2.32 Br_o_m
Comp11 1.367 BP1_o_m
Comp12 1.237 BP2_c_m
Comp13 1.026 EH
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D.1.1 One-step approach (no grouping)
Figure D.3: The significance difference between different models in case of 6-fold cross
validation technique (where we evaluate on one metal given the other five metals as
training) and train using the One-step approach. The descriptors that are used with
these models are shown in Table S5. It is shown here that the linear models do better
than several non-linear models.
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Table D.5: Results for the one-step approach using 6-fold cross validation tech-
nique.The table shows the model name and the descriptors used by this model. Also,
it shows the MAE and STD for the 234 points (6 metals * 39 TS step)
Model Desc MAE STD
GP_Matern_ard Ep1,Bp1,Bp2,EOH ,ECH3CH 0.303172 0.307654
GP_Matern Ep1,Br,Bp2,EC ,EO 0.297877 0.324270
Linear Bp1,EOH ,ECH3CH 0.216666 0.212136
GP_RBF Ep1,Bp2,EOH ,ECH3CH 0.292987 0.324267
GP_RBF_ard sP,Br-Bp2,EC ,EO 0.299876 0.303951
GP_RBF+Linear_norm Er-sP,Br-Bp2,EOH ,ECH3CH 0.221652 0.207573
SVR_poly_2 sP,Br,Bp1,Bp2,EC ,EO,EH 0.184001 0.162177
Ridge Er,sP,Br,EC ,EO,EH 0.230076 0.213776
GP_Linear_ard Er,Ep1,Br,Bp1,EC ,EO,EH 0.284939 0.304446
GP_RBF+Linear Er,Ep1,Br-Bp1,EC ,EO,EH 0.292277 0.320369
GP_RBF+Linear_ard sP,Bp2,EC ,EO 0.301117 0.306391
GP_Linear Er,Ep1,Br,Bp1,EC ,EO,EH 0.284939 0.304446
SVR_rbf Er,Ep1,EO,EH 0.265318 0.260667
GP_RBF+Matern_norm Ep1,Br,EOH ,ECH3CH 0.300486 0.316637
KR_rbf Br-Bp1 0.876883 0.550457
GP_Linear_norm Br,Bp2,EOH ,ECH3CH 0.222052 0.215822
GP_Matern_norm Ep1,Br,EOH ,ECH3CH 0.296518 0.318416
GP_RBF+Matern Ep1,Bp1,Bp2,EOH ,ECH3CH 0.293834 0.324776
Linear sP 0.276312 0.239669
Linear Er 0.297543 0.344010
BEP Er-sP 0.244342 0.241236
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Table D.6: One-step approach (no grouping) for Er descriptor only and various ma-
chine learning models.
Desc Model MAE STD
Er Ridge 0.261605 0.234007
Er Linear 0.261943 0.240322
Er SVR_poly_2 0.282582 0.268216
Er KR_poly_2 0.301156 0.269127
Er GP_Linear_norm 0.301649 0.317642
Er SVR_linear 0.305535 0.276405
Er GP_RBF+Linear_norm 0.315464 0.322136
Er SVR_rbf 0.324164 0.295303
Er GP_RBF_norm 0.369649 0.339497
Er GP_RBF_ard 0.373047 0.333327
Er GP_Matern_ard 0.373337 0.336427
Er GP_Matern 0.373337 0.336427
Er GP_RBF 0.373448 0.332952
Er GP_Matern_norm 0.374641 0.340626
Er GP_RBF+Matern 0.375841 0.336916
Er GP_RBF+Matern_norm 0.377739 0.338393
Er GP_RBF+Linear_ard 0.383268 0.338735
Er GP_RBF+Linear 0.383449 0.338544
Er GP_Linear_ard 0.420907 0.331971
Er GP_Linear 0.420907 0.331971
Er KR_rbf 1.223748 0.922437
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Table D.7: One-step approach (no grouping) for sP descriptor only and various ma-
chine learning models.
Desc Model MAE STD
sP Linear 0.276312 0.239669
sP SVR_linear 0.279966 0.235877
sP GP_Linear_norm 0.285008 0.243060
sP SVR_poly_2 0.286894 0.317553
sP GP_RBF+Linear_norm 0.288959 0.259193
sP KR_poly_2 0.317815 0.300080
sP Ridge 0.319270 0.276188
sP SVR_rbf 0.322386 0.292125
sP GP_RBF+Linear_ard 0.357878 0.326886
sP GP_RBF+Linear 0.357878 0.326886
sP GP_RBF_norm 0.362356 0.327121
sP GP_RBF+Matern_norm 0.366245 0.327921
sP GP_RBF+Matern 0.366498 0.325427
sP GP_RBF 0.369585 0.327574
sP GP_RBF_ard 0.369585 0.327574
sP GP_Matern_norm 0.374192 0.323309
sP GP_Matern 0.376651 0.322803
sP GP_Matern_ard 0.376651 0.322803
sP GP_Linear 0.420183 0.332377
sP GP_Linear_ard 0.420183 0.332377
sP KR_rbf 1.496256 1.256838
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D.1.2 Per-cleavage grouping approach
Figure D.4: The significance difference between different models in the case of 6-fold
cross validation technique (where we evaluate on one metal given the other five metals
as training) and train using the per-cleavage grouping approach (H, OH, CO). The
descriptors that are used with these models are enumerated after the model name.
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Table D.8: Results for per-cleavage grouping approach (H, OH, CO) using 6-fold cross
validation technique: The table shows the model name and the descriptors that are
used by this model. Also, it shows the MAE and STD for the 234 points (6 metals *
39 TS step)
Model Desc MAE STD
Linear Ep1,Ep2,Bp1,EC ,EO 0.189890 0.164549
Linear Ep1,Ep2,Bp1,EC ,EO 0.188424 0.161800
Ridge Ep1,Ep2,Br-Bp2,EC ,EO,EH 0.189300 0.155426
Ridge Er,sP,Bp1,EOH ,ECH3CH 0.188217 0.155062
SVR_rbf Er,Ep1,Ep2,Bp1,Bp2,EO,EH 0.219380 0.193691
SVR_linear Er,Ep1,Ep2,Bp1,C 0.194734 0.159036
SVR_poly_2 sP,Br-Bp2,ECHCHCO,EOH 0.186378 0.165683
KR_rbf sP,Bp2,EH 0.330395 0.365386
GP_RBF Ep1,Br,Bp2,EC ,EO,H 0.178387 0.172566
GP_Matern Ep1,Br,Bp2,EC ,EO,EH 0.175798 0.162313
GP_RBF+Matern Ep1,Br,Bp1,EC ,EO,EH 0.178602 0.166196
GP_RBF+Linear Ep1,Br,Bp2,EC ,EO,H 0.176412 0.169889
GP_RBF_norm Er,sP,Br,Bp1,ECH3CH 0.181775 0.162760
GP_Matern_norm Ep1,Br,Bp1,Bp2,EC ,EO 0.183630 0.179559
GP_RBF+Matern_norm Ep1,Bp1,Bp2,EC ,EO 0.177209 0.165433
GP_Linear_norm Ep1,Ep2,Bp1,EC ,EO 0.182854 0.157469
GP_RBF+Linear_norm Er,Ep1,Ep2,Bp1,Bp2,EC ,EO 0.180418 0.164734
GP_RBF_ard Ep1,Br,Bp2,EOH ,ECH3CH 0.191221 0.197480
GP_Matern_ard Ep1,Ep2,EC ,EO 0.188923 0.148532
GP_RBF+Linear_ard Er,sP,ECHCHCO,EOH 0.186070 0.164490
Linear sP 0.236519 0.178074
Linear Er 0.303848 0.250323
BEP Er-sP 0.246592 0.221855
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Table D.9: Per-cleavage grouping approach for Er descriptor only and various machine
learning models.
Desc model MAE STD
Er KR_poly_2 0.292241 0.258910
Er SVR_rbf 0.293918 0.261802
Er GP_RBF+Linear_ard 0.297536 0.254824
Er GP_RBF+Linear 0.297536 0.254824
Er GP_RBF+Linear_norm 0.298092 0.254394
Er GP_RBF_norm 0.298108 0.254624
Er GP_RBF 0.298109 0.254625
Er GP_RBF_ard 0.298109 0.254625
Er SVR_linear 0.300045 0.255832
Er GP_Matern_norm 0.302316 0.258295
Er GP_Matern_ard 0.302316 0.258296
Er GP_Matern 0.302316 0.258296
Er GP_RBF+Matern_norm 0.302521 0.259271
Er Linear 0.303848 0.250323
Er GP_Linear_norm 0.304743 0.250001
Er GP_RBF+Matern 0.305606 0.261325
Er Ridge 0.307083 0.248918
Er SVR_poly_2 0.368907 0.365914
Er KR_rbf 0.411997 0.466123
Er GP_Linear_ard 0.959499 0.834491
Er GP_Linear 0.959499 0.834491
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Table D.10: Per-cleavage grouping approach for sP descriptor only and various ma-
chine learning models.
Desc Model MAE STD
sP GP_Matern 0.228840 0.169127
sP GP_Matern_ard 0.228840 0.169127
sP GP_Matern_norm 0.228840 0.169127
sP GP_RBF+Matern_norm 0.230150 0.170386
sP GP_RBF+Matern 0.230150 0.170387
sP GP_RBF+Linear_norm 0.230192 0.172070
sP GP_RBF+Linear 0.233738 0.174358
sP GP_RBF+Linear_ard 0.233738 0.174358
sP GP_RBF 0.233986 0.173814
sP GP_RBF_ard 0.233986 0.173814
sP GP_RBF_norm 0.233986 0.173814
sP Linear 0.236519 0.178074
sP GP_Linear_norm 0.236532 0.178033
sP SVR_linear 0.236730 0.180845
sP Ridge 0.236796 0.177557
sP KR_poly_2 0.243228 0.192185
sP SVR_rbf 0.259882 0.218166
sP SVR_poly_2 0.404929 0.383983
sP KR_rbf 0.449557 0.680848
sP GP_Linear_ard 0.925457 0.841597
sP GP_Linear 0.925457 0.841597
D.1.3 One-model grouping approach
Table D.11: In the one model approach (for all TS steps), the best model is
GP_Matern_ard with sP,Bp1,Bp2,EC ,EO with MAE = 0.168851 and STD =
0.144467. There is no significance different between 713 different models and the
best one. The lowest number of descriptors among these models is 4 descriptors
which can be achieved by non-linear models only. For linear models you need at least
5 different descriptors.
Desc Model MAE STD
Er,Ep1,Br,Bp1,ECH3CH Linear 0.191766 0.172497
Er,Ep1,Br,Bp2,ECH3CH Linear 0.193251 0.174770
Er,Ep1,Bp2,ECH3CH GP_RBF+Matern 0.191764 0.176157
Er,sP,Bp1,EOH GP_Matern_norm 0.191415 0.161055
Er,sP,Bp1,EOH GP_RBF+Matern_norm 0.191546 0.162433
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Figure D.5: The significance difference between different models in case of 6-fold cross
validation technique (where we evaluate on one metal given the other five metals
as training) and train using the one-model grouping approach. Total number of
descriptors combinations is 1330, but the figure shows only the best descriptor for
each model.
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Table D.12: Results for one-model grouping approach (H, OH, CO) using 6-fold cross
validation technique: The table shows the Model name and the descriptors that are
used by this model. Also, it shows the MAE and STD for the 234 points (6 metals *
39 TS step)
Model Desc MAE STD
Linear Er,Ep1,Ep2,Br,Bp2,ECH3CH 0.188830 0.165790
SVR_rbf sP,Br,Bp1,Bp2,ECH3CH 0.215208 0.182758
SVR_poly_2 Ep1,Br,Bp1,EOH ,ECH3CH 0.188704 0.175886
KR_rbf sP,Bp2,EH 0.283037 0.282476
KR_poly_2 sP,Bp1,Bp2,EC ,EO,H 0.180004 0.155588
GP_RBF Ep1,Ep2,Br-Bp2,EC ,EO,EH 0.178688 0.145288
GP_Matern sP,Bp1,Bp2,EC ,EO,EH 0.174757 0.145207
GP_RBF+Matern sP,Bp1,Bp2,EC ,EO,EH 0.174898 0.144219
GP_Linear Er,Ep1,Br,Bp1,Bp2,ECH3CH 0.197997 0.171196
GP_RBF+Linear Ep1,Ep2,Br-Bp2,EC ,EO,EH 0.175729 0.142541
GP_RBF+Matern_norm sP,Bp1,Bp2,EC ,EO 0.173757 0.147968
GP_RBF+Linear_norm sP,Br-Bp2,EC ,EO 0.175771 0.149002
GP_RBF_ard Ep1,Ep2,Bp1,Bp2,EC ,EO 0.178887 0.149556
GP_Matern_ard sP,Bp1,Bp2,EC ,EO 0.168851 0.144467
GP_Linear_ard Er,Ep1,Br,Bp1,Bp2,ECH3CH 0.197997 0.171196
GP_RBF+Linear_ard Ep1,Br,Bp1,Bp2,EC ,EO 0.178122 0.149646
Linear sP 0.302667 0.236973
Linear Er 0.312813 0.261332
BEP Er-sP 0.267411 0.200053
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Table D.13: One-model grouping approach for Er descriptor only and various machine
learning models.
Desc Model MAE STD
Er SVR_rbf 0.302199 0.265735
Er KR_poly_2 0.304793 0.263105
Er SVR_linear 0.309034 0.260704
Er Ridge 0.312778 0.261519
Er GP_RBF+Linear_norm 0.312797 0.264810
Er GP_Linear_norm 0.312811 0.261354
Er Linear 0.312813 0.261332
Er GP_Matern 0.315248 0.266779
Er GP_Matern_ard 0.315248 0.266779
Er GP_Matern_norm 0.315248 0.266779
Er GP_RBF 0.316778 0.266420
Er GP_RBF_ard 0.316778 0.266420
Er GP_RBF_norm 0.316778 0.266420
Er GP_RBF+Linear_ard 0.316778 0.266420
Er GP_RBF+Linear 0.316778 0.266420
Er GP_RBF+Matern 0.317016 0.271795
Er GP_RBF+Matern_norm 0.318465 0.269354
Er KR_rbf 0.338809 0.356806
Er SVR_poly_2 0.439467 0.426423
Er GP_Linear 1.058415 0.972359
Er GP_Linear_ard 1.058415 0.972359
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Table D.14: One-model grouping approach for sP descriptor only and various machine
learning models.
Desc Model MAE STD
sP GP_RBF+Linear_norm 0.284507 0.214289
sP GP_Matern_ard 0.285583 0.216025
sP GP_Matern 0.285583 0.216025
sP GP_Matern_norm 0.285583 0.216025
sP GP_RBF+Matern_norm 0.286921 0.212493
sP GP_RBF+Matern 0.286921 0.212493
sP GP_RBF_ard 0.289197 0.221551
sP GP_RBF 0.289197 0.221551
sP GP_RBF_norm 0.289197 0.221550
sP GP_RBF+Linear_ard 0.289198 0.221542
sP GP_RBF+Linear 0.289198 0.221542
sP SVR_rbf 0.292188 0.233677
sP Ridge 0.302648 0.237007
sP GP_Linear_norm 0.302662 0.236976
sP Linear 0.302667 0.236973
sP SVR_linear 0.303959 0.242061
sP KR_poly_2 0.314247 0.231406
sP KR_rbf 0.318745 0.319029
sP SVR_poly_2 0.561230 0.478873
sP GP_Linear_ard 1.028840 0.977638
sP GP_Linear 1.028840 0.977638
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D.1.4 Comparison of elementary reaction groupings
Figure D.6: The significance difference of all the best models from different grouping
approaches (one-step, per-cleavage, and one-model grouping approaches). We can
notice here that the best linear models in per-step approach (such as linear_per_step)
are significantly different from non linear models in one model approach such as
GP_Matern_one model. From the tables above, we can see that the nonlinear models
in one model approach have lower MAE and STD.
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D.1.5 Missing data:
Per-cleavage grouping approach - Missing data
Figure D.7: The significance difference between different models in the case missing
20% of reaction steps on all metals with 6-fold cross validation technique (where we
evaluate on one metal given the other five metals as training) and train using the
per-cleavage grouping approach (H, OH, CO). The descriptors that are used with
these models are enumerated after the model name.
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Table D.15: The results of the best descriptors for each model in case of per-cleavage
grouping approach.
desc Model MAE STD
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Bp1,ECH3CH Ridge 0.197528 0.156463
Er,Ep1,Ep2,EO,EH GP_RBF+Linear 0.200943 0.165833
Ep1,Ep2,EO GP_RBF+Matern 0.201752 0.163816
Er,Ep1,Ep2,EO,H GP_RBF 0.202160 0.168225
sP,EOH GP_RBF+Linear_norm 0.202567 0.163253
Er,Ep1,Ep2,ECH3CH GP_Matern 0.202930 0.171525
Er,sP,EC ,EO,EH Linear 0.203469 0.160931
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Bp2,ECH3CH KR_poly_2 0.205660 0.174149
Ep1,Ep2,EO GP_Linear_norm 0.205908 0.165173
sP,EOH Linear 0.206118 0.161910
Er,Ep1,Bp2,ECH3CH GP_Matern_norm 0.209285 0.183334
Er,Ep1,Bp2,ECH3CH GP_RBF+Matern_norm 0.211743 0.183108
Er,Ep1,Bp2,ECH3CH GP_RBF_norm 0.211753 0.183117
Er,Ep1,Ep2,ECH3CH GP_Matern_ard 0.212328 0.179830
Er,Ep1,Ep2,ECH3CH GP_RBF+Linear_ard 0.217554 0.178395
Er,sP,EO GP_RBF_ard 0.220992 0.177927
Ep1,Ep2,Br-Bp1-Bp2,EO GP_Linear 0.225782 0.175266
Ep1,Ep2,Br-Bp1-Bp2,EO GP_Linear_ard 0.225782 0.175266
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Bp2,EO,EH SVR_rbf 0.254840 0.236567
sP,Bp2,H KR_rbf 0.460187 0.503055
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Table D.16: The results of various machine learning models in case of missing 20% of
reaction TS steps on all metals using the Er descriptor with per-cleavage grouping
approach.
desc Model MAE STD
Er SVR_linear 0.310911 0.257627
Er Linear 0.312259 0.251927
Er GP_Linear_norm 0.314715 0.251663
Er GP_RBF+Linear_norm 0.315794 0.253440
Er Ridge 0.319908 0.252061
Er KR_poly_2 0.328084 0.262830
Er GP_RBF+Linear_ard 0.328492 0.266414
Er GP_RBF+Linear 0.328492 0.266414
Er GP_RBF_norm 0.329900 0.265010
Er GP_RBF_ard 0.329901 0.265010
Er GP_RBF 0.329901 0.265010
Er GP_RBF+Matern 0.329901 0.265011
Er GP_RBF+Matern_norm 0.329901 0.265010
Er GP_Matern 0.335837 0.265558
Er GP_Matern_ard 0.335837 0.265558
Er GP_Matern_norm 0.335837 0.265559
Er SVR_rbf 0.366854 0.336040
Er SVR_poly_2 0.384676 0.362446
Er KR_rbf 0.616268 0.735543
Er GP_Linear_ard 1.008576 0.796611
Er GP_Linear 1.008576 0.796611
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Table D.17: The results of various machine learning models in case of missing 20% of
reaction TS steps on all metals using the sP descriptor with per-cleavage grouping
approach.
Desc Model MAE STD
sP Linear 0.236576 0.179584
sP GP_Linear_norm 0.236637 0.179423
sP Ridge 0.237158 0.178703
sP GP_RBF+Linear_norm 0.242188 0.179689
sP GP_RBF_ard 0.243238 0.195974
sP GP_RBF 0.243238 0.195974
sP GP_RBF_norm 0.243238 0.195974
sP SVR_linear 0.244563 0.184955
sP GP_RBF+Linear 0.244901 0.195845
sP GP_RBF+Linear_ard 0.244901 0.195845
sP GP_Matern_ard 0.245217 0.193104
sP GP_Matern 0.245217 0.193104
sP GP_Matern_norm 0.245217 0.193104
sP GP_RBF+Matern_norm 0.246060 0.192691
sP GP_RBF+Matern 0.246060 0.192691
sP KR_poly_2 0.261914 0.218601
sP SVR_rbf 0.313345 0.317062
sP SVR_poly_2 0.436612 0.429076
sP KR_rbf 0.712190 0.913938
sP GP_Linear_ard 0.957853 0.792994
sP GP_Linear 0.957853 0.792994
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One-Model grouping approach - Missing data
Figure D.8: The significance difference between different models in case of missing
20% of reaction steps on all metals with 6-fold cross validation technique (where we
evaluate on one metal given the other five metals as training) and train using the
one-model grouping approach. Total number of descriptors combinations is 1330, but
the figure shows only the best descriptor for each model.
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Table D.18: The results of the best descriptors for each model in case of the one-model
grouping approach.
Desc Model MAE STD
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Br-Bp1,EO,EH GP_Linear_norm 0.192641 0.157058
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Br-Bp1,EO,EH Linear 0.194165 0.158916
Er,sP,Br-Bp1-Bp2,EO,EH GP_RBF_ard 0.197736 0.165080
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Br-Bp1,ECH3CH GP_RBF_norm 0.198027 0.164368
Er,sP,Bp2,EO,EH GP_RBF+Linear_ard 0.198517 0.166540
Ep1,Ep2,Br-Bp2,EC ,EO,EH GP_RBF+Linear 0.199498 0.165207
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Br,Bp2,ECH3CH GP_RBF+Matern 0.199660 0.167298
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Br,Bp2,ECH3CH GP_Matern 0.200712 0.167609
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Br,Bp2,ECH3CH GP_RBF 0.192505 0.168852
Er,Ep1,Br-Bp1,EO,H SVR_linear 0.206552 0.159510
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Br,Bp2,ECH3CH Ridge 0.19201 0.178622
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Br-Bp1-Bp2,EO,EH GP_Linear_ard 0.211881 0.168143
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Br-Bp1-Bp2,EO,EH GP_Linear 0.211881 0.168143
Er,Ep1,Ep2,Bp2 KR_poly_2 0.212224 0.181973
Ep1,Ep2,Br-Bp1,EO,EH SVR_rbf 0.240902 0.189462
sP,Br-Bp2,EOH ,ECH3CH SVR_poly_2 0.264478 0.231388
sP,Bp2,H KR_rbf 0.337463 0.371562
BEP Er-sP 0.268338 0.19982
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Table D.19: The results of various machine learning models in case of missing 20%
of reaction TS steps on all metals using the Er descriptor with one-model grouping
approach.
Desc Model MAE STD
Er KR_poly_2 0.308694 0.275377
Er SVR_linear 0.310012 0.263632
Er Linear 0.311133 0.262319
Er GP_Linear_norm 0.311160 0.262372
Er Ridge 0.311305 0.262825
Er GP_RBF+Linear_norm 0.312163 0.266600
Er SVR_rbf 0.318845 0.284666
Er GP_RBF+Matern 0.319414 0.272302
Er GP_RBF+Matern_norm 0.319414 0.272302
Er GP_Matern_norm 0.319482 0.271791
Er GP_Matern_ard 0.319482 0.271791
Er GP_Matern 0.319482 0.271791
Er GP_RBF_ard 0.326669 0.277977
Er GP_RBF 0.326669 0.277977
Er GP_RBF+Linear 0.327230 0.282591
Er GP_RBF+Linear_ard 0.327230 0.282591
Er GP_RBF_norm 0.328945 0.280394
Er KR_rbf 0.437088 0.473333
Er SVR_poly_2 0.443400 0.427185
Er GP_Linear_ard 1.067293 0.999005
Er GP_Linear 1.067293 0.999005
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Table D.20: The results of various machine learning models in case of missing 20%
of reaction TS steps on all metals using the sP descriptor with one-model grouping
approach.
Desc Model MAE STD
sP GP_RBF+Linear_norm 0.277485 0.213093
sP GP_RBF+Matern 0.288196 0.219481
sP GP_RBF+Matern_norm 0.288196 0.219481
sP GP_Matern_ard 0.289570 0.226773
sP GP_Matern 0.289570 0.226773
sP GP_Matern_norm 0.289570 0.226773
sP SVR_linear 0.302172 0.239677
sP Linear 0.302603 0.237029
sP GP_Linear_norm 0.302611 0.237032
sP Ridge 0.302653 0.237175
sP GP_RBF+Linear 0.306407 0.243841
sP GP_RBF+Linear_ard 0.306407 0.243841
sP GP_RBF_ard 0.306623 0.243796
sP GP_RBF 0.306623 0.243796
sP GP_RBF_norm 0.311385 0.233719
sP SVR_rbf 0.316061 0.303735
sP KR_poly_2 0.316858 0.242044
sP KR_rbf 0.384439 0.479505
sP SVR_poly_2 0.569882 0.532023
sP GP_Linear_ard 1.041011 1.005247
sP GP_Linear 1.041011 1.005247
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